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Chapter 2. Summary and Introduction
SEARCH's Justice Information Exchange Model project, funded by the Bureau of Justice Assistance,
U.S. Department of Justice, is designed to facilitate integrated justice information systems planning
and implementation throughout the nation. Integration of justice information systems refers to the
justice community's ability to access and share critical information electronically at key decision points
throughout the justice process. Through identification of these key decision points, and the information
that flows between various justice entities at these critical exchange points, state and local practitioners
are provided with an enterprise-wide view of information sharing priorities.

Among other things, SEARCH has developed a conceptual framework to present the flow of justice
information between justice agencies; to define the key events that trigger the need to share information;
to identify the agencies involved in the exchange; and to describe the nature of the information exchange.

Project staff has developed the JIEM Modeling Tool (a software application) and a methodology to capture
detailed information regarding the processes, events, agencies, information, and exchange conditions
associated with justice information integration, which was first tested in five states: Colorado, Kansas,
Minnesota, New Mexico and Pennsylvania. Based on research developed with the initial five states,
SEARCH has enhanced the modeling tool and methodology, and introduced the JIEM in more than twenty
state and local jurisdictions.

SEARCH has also developed a certification program for the methodology and tool. JIEM certification
entitles individuals to use the tool to assist justice organizations in state and local jurisdictions with
modeling justice system information flow and business rules by identifying, describing, documenting, and
defining key inter-agency information exchanges. The certification program has been offered numerous
times, and roughly 800 private- and public-sector individuals have been certified.

Another primary component of JIEM is the JIEM Reference Model contained in this document. This is
a business reference model for justice information exchange, containing 663 key exchanges common to
most jurisdictions. It is a reference manual for analyzing information exchange as a part of an integrated
justice initiative, and aids sites in using JIEM effectively and economically.
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Chapter 3. JIEM Conceptual
Framework

The Justice Information Exchange Model (JIEM) consists of four components:

• A conceptual framework for understanding justice system information exchange

• A methodology for analyzing current information exchange and for reengineering information exchange
in an integrated justice environment

• The JIEM Modeling Tool, a software package to assist justice system practitioners in applying the model
to their site

• The JIEM Reference Model (JRM), a set of information exchanges common to most jurisdictions

The conceptual framework for understanding justice system information exchange, simply stated, it is that
all information exchange in the justice system can be described in five dimensions: process, event, agency,
condition, and information. The information dimension includes documents and data elements.
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Chapter 4. JIEM Dimensions
Process

A Process is a group of logically related events, e.g., Investigation, Detention, Post-disposition
Supervision, and Incarceration. There are two processes associated with an information exchange, a
Prevailing Process (for the Triggering Event), and a Subsequent Process (associated with the Subsequent
Event). Processes have the following characteristics:

• They extend over time.

• They begin and end with an event.

• They may contain multiple events.

• They may exist concurrently with other processes, i.e., a subject may be detained while being tried.
Exchanges in both the Detention and the Pre-disposition Court processes may occur at the same time.

• They may exist consecutively with other processes, i.e., the Pre-disposition Court process ends where
the Post-disposition Court process begins.

The Adult Felony JIEM Reference Model contains 9 processes:

• Investigation: Law enforcement and prosecutor activities preparing for filing of a case.

• At Large: Subject is being sought, but is not in custody

• Detention: Pretrial detention of subject to guarantee appearance in court

• Pre-disposition Court: Court-related processes from filing to disposition

• Pre-disposition Supervision: Supervision of subject prior to case disposition

• Post-disposition Court: Court events occurring after disposition

• Post-disposition Supervision: Supervision of subject following court disposition

• Incarceration: Subject in custody as sentenced by court

• Post-supervision: Activities occurring following completion of supervision of subject

Event
There are two kinds of events associated with an information exchange, triggering events and subsequent
events. The Triggering Event is a decision or action that causes the exchange of information. For instance,
a Prosecution Charging Decision occurs when the prosecutor reviews law enforcement charges and
determines whether to file an official charging document with the court or to reject prosecution. Similarly,
a Court Appearance is an action by the court that also leads to information exchange in the justice system.

A Subsequent Event differs from a Triggering Event. The Subsequent Event is the next logical step in the
justice process that results from the information exchange. Very often the Subsequent Event is a Triggering
Event for yet another information exchange. For instance, when the prosecutor files charges with the
court, the court accepts charges and schedules a court event. The calendaring of the court event triggers
communication of that scheduling information, which constitutes additional information exchange.
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There are occasions when an agency receives information and takes no action that results in information
exchange. For example, if a prosecutor files charges and informs law enforcement of this decision, the
law enforcement agency may simply place the document in its case file. When this occurs, the Subsequent
Event describes an internal activity - updating its case file - rather than a Triggering Event.

Events have the following characteristics:

• When used as Triggering Events, they are the primary reason for the information exchange.

• They represent an activity that is instantaneous or a slice in time (occurs in an instant, within several
hours, or within several days at the most). For example, a sentence hearing is an event, even though
it may span several days.

The Adult Felony JIEM Reference Model contains 75 events:

• Incident: Law enforcement determines that a criminal offense has been committed.

• Initial Identification: State repository identifies subject based on driver license or other personal
identifiers.

• Arrest without Warrant: Law enforcement arrests subject without warrant.

• Cite and Release: Law enforcement issues citation and does not arrest subject.

• Biometric Identification: Subject is positively identified based on fingerprint or other biometric.

• Search Warrant Request: Law enforcement or prosecutor requests a search warrant to gather evidence.

• Search Warrant Review: Court reviews search warrant request.

• Search Warrant Service: Law enforcement serves search warrant and gathers evidence.

• Law Enforcement Referral Decision: Law enforcement determines if case should be referred to
prosecutor for charging.

• Prosecution Charging Decision: Prosecutor determines whether charges shall be filed against subject.

• Grand Jury Indictment Decision: Grand jury decides that probable cause exists to charge subject with
a crime.

• Update Criminal History: State repository updates subject's criminal history.

• Arrest Warrant Request: A request from law enforcement or the prosecutor for an arrest warrant.

• Arrest Warrant Review: Review of the Arrest Warrant Application by the court

• Arrest on Warrant: Law enforcement arrests subject with warrant issued by the court.

• Warrant Cancellation: A warrant is cancelled.

• Summons Request: Law enforcement or prosecutor requests summons for subject.

• Summons Review: Court reviews summons request.

• Summons Service: Law enforcement serves summons on subject.

• Intake: Subject is processed upon entry into custody, supervision, or treatment.

• Booking: Subject is booked into the jail.
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• Subject Death: Subject dies in custody.

• Custody Transfer: The subject is transferred from one detention location to another.

• Transport Subject to Court: Subject must be transported to court to appear in a proceeding.

• Release Date Review: Review of expected release date from prison or maximum pretrial confinement
time in jail.

• Pretrial Screening: Determination as to whether subject qualifies for release from detention without a
court appearance.

• Transport Subject to Prison: Subject is ordered to be taken from the jail to the prison.

• Escape: Subject escapes from custody, law enforcement issues bulletin.

• Capture: Subject, having previously escaped, has been captured.

• Release: Subject released from prison or jail.

• Open Case: Agency creates a case file.

• Schedule Court Appearance: Court schedules appearance of subject in court.

• Judicial Review of Detention: Court reviews legality of the detention of the subject.

• Court Appearance: Subject appears in court

• Entry of Plea: Subject enters formal plea to charges.

• Transport Subject to Jail: Law enforcement transports subject into custody, based on court remand

• Diversion Referral: Referral of subject to some kind of diversion program in lieu of formal court
processes.

• Amendment of Charges: Amended charging document filed in court.

• Prepare Report: Agency prepares court ordered pre-plea or pre-sentence investigation report.

• Protection Order Request: Order requested from court to keep subject away from victim.

• Protection Order Review: Court reviews request for a protection order.

• Protection Order Vacated: Court cancels protection order.

• Motion Filing: Prosecution or defense files motion with the court.

• Response Filing: Prosecutor or defense attorney responds to motion filed by the other party

• Subpoena Request: Request for subpoena is made.

• Subpoena Issuance: Subpoena is issued.

• Subpoena Service: Subpoena is served.

• Prepare Evidence: Agency prepares evidence for court hearing

• Preliminary Hearing: Court determines if there is probable cause to try the subject on the charges.
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• Evidentiary Hearing: Court holds hearing concerning admissibility of evidence.

• Trial Commencement: The trial of the subject begins.

• Trial Disposition: A trial is concluded and a disposition of the case is reached.

• Status Review: Status of supervision or treatment is reviewed by appropriate agency.

• Reinstatement of Charges: Charges against the subject are reinstated by the court.

• Disposition Reporting: Reporting of court disposition to state criminal history repository or state court
administrator.

• Sentence Hearing: Judge imposes sentence on subject following entry of judgment.

• Review Hearing: Court reviews status of supervision or treatment.

• Probation Violation Filing Decision: Prosecutor's determination as to whether to charge subject with
a violation of probation

• Revocation: Court determines that probation or parole should be revoked

• Payment Collection: Subject pays appropriate fines, fees, costs, and restitution.

• Intra-state Case Transfer: Subject is transferred from probation supervision in one county to another
county.

• Sex Offender Registration: Convicted sex offender registers with sheriff or other agency according to
state law.

• Inter-state Case Transfer: Subject is transferred from a correctional facility in one state to one in another
state.

• Victim Notification: Victim is notified about justice system activities involving subject

• Property Release Request: Request for release of property held as evidence.

• Update Case File: Information is received by an agency to update its case files.

• Update Records: Information is sent to an agency to update its records.

• Update Local Warrant File: Information on a warrant is passed to the custodian of a local warrant file
to update records

• Update State Warrant File: Information is sent to state repository to update statewide warrant file

• Dismissal of Charges: Court dismisses charges against subject.

• Discovery Preparation: Prosecutor and defense prepare portions of their case files to share with other
party.

• Close Case: Agency closes its case file on the subject

• Property Release: Property held as evidence released to rightful owner.

• Parole Hearing: Hearing held before Parole Board to determine if subject should be released from
prison.

• Expungement: Court orders agencies to expunge records concerning case.
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Agency
Agency is the criminal justice or justice related entity that sends or receives information, e.g., Law
Enforcement, Prosecutor, Defense, Court. These entities include traditional justice agencies, as well as
justice-related organizations (i.e., diversion provider, mental health, social services) that send or receive
information in paper, electronic or other forms as part of the justice process. Each exchange includes both
a Sending Agency and a Receiving Agency.

The term "agency" is applied generically to branches of government, divisions, departments, and all other
organizational units, and sometimes to major functions within an organization. For example, the JIEM
Reference Model 1.0.1 divides the traditional functions of a sheriff's office into three agency identifiers:
law enforcement, for duties similar to those performed by police departments; jail, for detention and
incarceration functions; and sheriff, for warrant and service of process activities. While this may seem
to be complex, it minimizes the work of documenting information flow and business processes with the
JIEM Modeling Tool.

The JIEM Reference Model also identifies generic activities that may be housed in different agencies from
state to state. For example, collection of fines, fees, costs, and restitution may be performed by the court
in one location, by the prosecutor in another, and probation in another. In the reference model, Collecting
Agency is the designation for this activity. When creating a new site database, the local JIEM team will
assign this activity to the appropriate agency.

The Adult Felony JIEM Reference Model contains 24 agencies:

• Collecting Agency: Agency responsible for collecting fines, fees, costs, restitution

• Coroner: Agency responsible for autopsy and other testing related to cause of death.

• Corrections: Agency responsible for incarceration and post-incarceration supervision.

• Court: Judicial branch organization responsible for adjudication and related activities.

• Crime Lab: Agency with responsibility for evidence processing and analysis.

• Defense: Agency with responsibility to represent criminal defendants, such as a public defender.

• Diversion Provider: Agency with responsibility for supervision and treatment of subject in lieu of more
formal justice processes.

• FBI: Federal Bureau of Investigation

• Grand Jury: Citizen body that determines probable cause to charge subject.

• Jail: Detention facility usually managed by county sheriff

• Law Enforcement: Local police, sheriff, or state police acting in a law enforcement role

• Local Probation: County-based supervision services.

• Motor Vehicles: State agency responsible for vehicle registration, driver licensing, accident reporting,
commercial vehicles, etc.

• Parole Board: Citizen board charged with determining if inmates will be released from prison to parole.

• Pretrial Services: Agency responsible for screening detainees for early release without court
appearance.
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• Prosecutor: Agency responsible for prosecuting offenders.

• Service Agency: Agency responsible for managing local warrants, service of process, etc.

• State Administrative Office of the Courts: Judicial branch organization with administrative responsibility
for court system.

• State Probation and Parole: State agency responsible for supervision of convicted offenders.

• State Repository: Agency responsible for maintaining criminal history, warrants, and hot files.

• Treatment Provider: Organization responsible for treating subjects as a condition of sentence or pretrial
release.

• USCIS: U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

• Victim: Victim of criminal offense

• Victim Services: Organization responsible for reporting justice system activities to victims of crime.

Conditions
A condition is a factor that affects the content or direction of the information exchange, e.g., whether the
case is a felony or a misdemeanor, whether the subject is an adult or a juvenile, whether the subject is in
custody or at large. Multiple exchanges may be spawned by a single triggering event; it is the combination
of conditions that determines which exchanges occur.

Conditions have the following characteristics:

• Conditions may help to determine who gets what.

• Conditions must be true for a particular exchange to occur.

• Absence of a condition is acceptable in the model, but is not allowed by the software.

• Conditions have a subject and a predicate and usually refer to a decision, action, situation, or state of
being.

Although exchanges may result from triggering events with no conditions, the JIEM Modeling Tool
requires that at least one condition be entered for data quality purposes. The condition "if no condition
specified" is used to satisfy this requirement of the software. Often, multiple conditions are defined for
a single exchange.

Because thousands of conditions were created by users with the prior version of the JIEM Modeling Tool,
project staff created a more structured approach under version 3.0 and subsequent versions. Each condition
must contain a subject and a predicate, and the condition usually may not be stated in the passive voice.
In other words, the condition must specify who is taking the action or making the decision. The only
exceptions are when the condition defines that state of a person or object (e.g., if subject is an adult), or the
expression of the condition is overly complex or vague if stated in the active voice ("if law enforcement,
court, probation, parole, or other justice organization captures subject" is stated as "if subject is captured").

Recognizing that there are numerous names given to subjects in criminal proceedings, JIEM uses the single
designator "subject" to refer to defendants, suspects, offenders, inmates, detainees, probationers, parolees,
etc.

The Adult Felony JIEM Reference Model contains 202 conditions:
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• If charge is a felony

• If charge is a misdemeanor

• If charge is domestic violence

• If charge is reportable to motor vehicles

• If charge is reportable to the FBI

• If charge is reportable to the state repository

• If corrections accepts custody of subject

• If corrections releases subject to parole

• If court amends charge

• If court appoints defense counsel

• If court approves charge

• If court approves protection order

• If court authorizes detention beyond the statutory limit

• If court binds case over

• If court closes case

• If court denies post-conviction relief

• If court determines that subject action does not require sentence modification

• If court determines that subject action requires sentence modification

• If court discharges state prison sentence

• If court dismisses charges

• If court diverts subject

• If court does not bind case over

• If court does not find probable cause to issue a warrant

• If court does not find probable cause to proceed

• If court does not grant new trial

• If court entered a final disposition

• If court finds non-appearance justified

• If court finds non-appearance unjustified

• If court finds probable cause to issue a summons

• If court finds probable cause to issue a warrant
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• If court finds probable cause to proceed

• If court grants a new trial

• If court grants motion for a continuance

• If court grants post-conviction relief

• If court has not entered a final disposition

• If court has opened a case

• If court issues a protection order

• If court modifies state prison sentence to probation

• If court orders expungement of subject records

• If court orders pre-plea investigation

• If court orders pre-sentence investigation

• If court orders pretrial supervision

• If court orders subject held without bail

• If court orders subject released

• If court orders subject released on own recognizance

• If court orders subject released pending formal charges

• If court previously sentenced subject to jail

• If court previously sentenced subject to prison

• If court recalls warrant

• If court remands subject for violating terms of conditional release

• If court remands subject into custody

• If court requires subject to be booked

• If court revokes probation

• If court rules on motion

• If court schedules first appearance

• If court schedules pretrial hearing

• If court schedules subsequent appearance

• If court sentences subject

• If court sentences subject on a traffic case

• If court sentences subject to a work release program
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• If court sentences subject to jail

• If court sentences subject to pay fees/fines/costs

• If court sentences subject to prison

• If court sentences subject to probation

• If court sets conditions for release

• If court terminates probation

• If defense believes subject meets criteria for early release

• If defense determines that witness testimony required

• If defense filed a pretrial motion

• If defense represents subject

• If defense requested a subpoena

• If defense requests a hearing to consider sentence modification

• If defense requests a new trial

• If defense seeks a court ruling on substantive issue of law or fact

• If defense seeks discovery from prosecutor

• If defense seeks expungement of subject records

• If defense seeks post-conviction relief

• If grand jury finds no true bill

• If grand jury finds true bill

• If jail accepts custody of subject

• If jail determines release time approaching

• If jail releases subject

• If jail requests a criminal history

• If jury finds subject guilty of one or more charges

• If jury finds subject not guilty on all charges

• If law enforcement arrests subject on a bench warrant

• If law enforcement arrests subject on a new charge

• If law enforcement arrests subject on a warrant

• If law enforcement arrests subject on an arrest warrant

• If law enforcement arrests subject on probable cause
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• If law enforcement collects latent fingerprints

• If law enforcement considers subject dangerous

• If law enforcement determines it not necessary to detain or arrest subject

• If law enforcement determines that a crime was committed

• If law enforcement diverts subject

• If law enforcement does not consider subject dangerous

• If law enforcement does not take subject into custody

• If law enforcement files a citation

• If law enforcement finds probable cause to refer case to prosecutor

• If law enforcement finds probable cause to request a summons

• If law enforcement finds probable cause to request a warrant

• If law enforcement has not referred case to prosecutor

• If law enforcement issues a citation

• If law enforcement requests a criminal history

• If law enforcement requests a driver history

• If law enforcement seeks to identify subject

• If law enforcement suspects that an offense was committed

• If law enforcement suspects that subject committed domestic battery

• If law enforcement takes subject into custody

• If law enforcement unable to serve a summons

• If no condition specified

• If parties negotiated plea agreement

• If pretrial services determines that subject qualifies for release

• If probation completes the pre-plea investigation

• If probation completes the pre-sentence investigation

• If probation refers subject to a treatment provider

• If probation and parole revokes parole

• If prosecutor amends charge

• If prosecutor closes case

• If prosecutor determines that a subpoena is necessary to acquire evidence
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• If prosecutor determines that law enforcement testimony is required

• If prosecutor determines that property should be returned to its rightful owner

• If prosecutor determines that witness testimony is required

• If prosecutor diverts subject after filing charges

• If prosecutor diverts subject without filing charges

• If prosecutor finds insufficient evidence to file charges

• If prosecutor finds probable cause to file a probation violation

• If prosecutor finds probable cause to request a summons

• If prosecutor finds probable cause to request a warrant

• If prosecutor finds sufficient evidence to file charges

• If prosecutor has filed a pretrial motion

• If prosecutor has filed charges

• If prosecutor has not filed charges

• If prosecutor reinstates charges

• If prosecutor requested a subpoena

• If prosecutor requests a hearing to consider sentence modification

• If prosecutor requests a protection order as part of a criminal case

• If prosecutor requires additional information

• If prosecutor review is not required

• If prosecutor seeks a court ruling on a substantive issue of law or fact

• If prosecutor wants evidence brought to court

• If prosecutor wants subject to be booked

• If registered offender relocates

• If sheriff serves a subpoena

• If state repository positively identifies subject

• If subject brought to court on a warrant

• If subject cannot be positively identified

• If subject cannot meet conditions for release

• If subject cannot post bond

• If subject captured
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• If subject comes to court out of custody

• If subject completed prison term

• If subject complied with all other terms of supervision

• If subject complies with conditions of supervision

• If subject currently is on parole

• If subject currently is on probation

• If subject currently is on supervised release from jail

• If subject dies in custody

• If subject enters a guilty plea

• If subject enters a not guilty plea

• If subject escapes from custody

• If subject escapes from state prison

• If subject fails diversion

• If subject fails to appear

• If subject fails to appear for sex offender registration

• If subject fails to comply with a court order

• If subject fails to comply with sentencing terms

• If subject fails to comply with terms of work release

• If subject fails to make court-ordered payments

• If subject fails to report

• If subject has a detainer

• If subject has a valid protection order from outside state jurisdiction

• If subject has not been booked

• If subject is a sex offender

• If subject is an alien

• If subject is eligible for parole

• If subject is from out of state

• If subject is in custody

• If subject is in custody on a probation violation

• If subject is incarcerated at state prison
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• If subject is not in custody

• If subject is not present in court

• If subject is returned to state prison

• If subject is taken into custody

• If subject is to remain in custody

• If subject is transferred to another jurisdiction

• If subject is transferred to local custody

• If subject makes court-ordered payments

• If subject posts bond

• If subject qualifies for release

• If subject registers as a sex offender

• If subject successfully completes diversion

• If subject successfully completes parole

• If subject successfully completes probation

• If subject successfully complies with terms of probation

• If subject violates conditions of supervision

• If subject violates terms of parole

• If subject violates terms of probation

• If subject waives right to a jury trial

• If subject was already in custody

• If subject whereabouts are unknown

• If victim has been identified

Information
Information is defined as the actual data that is exchanged between the sending and receiving agencies. It
includes documents - paper, electronic, or other forms of communication. A single information exchange
may include multiple documents, but must contain at least one. When a law enforcement agency forwards
a case to the Prosecutor for the Prosecution Charging Decision, it may send an Arrest Report and an
Offender Tracking Form. All documents associated with a single transfer decision should be included in
the exchange.

A document type is associated with each JIEM document. In the current version of the JRM there are
two document types, paper and electronic. Historically, paper forms have been the backbone of justice
information exchange. With automation and integration, many of these paper forms have been replaced
with their electronic equivalents. Future versions of the model may contain additional document types.
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Documents consist of one or more data elements, which also are part of the information dimension. 1

Paper and electronic documents usually contain some type of structure wherein data elements are related
to one another. Complex data elements represent groupings of simple data elements. 2 For example, the
complex data element Address may be composed of the following simple data elements: Street Address,
Apartment Number, City, State, and Zip Code. There is no limit to the number of levels of structure that
can exist in JIEM, though it seldom should exceed three or four. Simple data elements (those without any
sub-elements) have a simple type: string, integer, date, time, decimal, currency, image, and Boolean.

It is useful to think of documents (and their structure) captured in JIEM as "prototype documents" for
exchanges.

Documents
The Adult Felony JIEM Reference Model contains 104 documents .

• Affidavit for Arrest Warrant Application and sworn affidavit requesting an arrest warrant from the court

• Affidavit for Search Warrant Application and sworn affidavit requesting a search warrant from the court

• Affidavit for Summons Application and sworn affidavit requesting a summons from the court

• Amended Complaint Charging document generally used in misdemeanor proceedings, which contains
amended/modified charges

• Appearance Bond Bond signed by subject, expressing his/her intention to appear in court

• Application for Emergency Protection Order Application filed with court seeking immediate issuance
of temporary protection order

• Application for Protection Order Application filed with court seeking issuance of long-term protection
order

• Arrest Fingerprint Card Card capturing subject's fingerprints for transmission to state repository

• Arrest Report Report produced by law enforcement that provides relevant details regarding arrest

• Arrest Warrant Document issued by court requesting that law enforcement arrest subject

• Authorization to Continue Detention Court authorization to detention facility to keep subject detained
pending adjudication

• Bench Warrant Arrest warrant that is generally issued during a court appearance

• Bill of Information Charging document that is generally used in felony proceedings

• Booking Report Report used to document information collected when subject is booked

• Capture Notice Notification of subject's capture

• Citation Law enforcement document setting out initial charges against subject, which acts as a notice
to appear in court

1In the JIEM Modeling Tool and throughout the JIEM documentation there are references to the both a document dimension and a data element
dimension, but both are actually subsets of the information dimension.
2Versions 4.0 and earlier of the JIEM software captured data elements in a simple structure that did not differentiate between elements and their
types. This created difficulty for mapping JIEM documents to Information Exchange Package Documentation (IEPDs), in particular IEPD exchange
content models created in UML. Version 4.1 of the JIEM software allows users to create document structures in UML, via a simplified, user-
friendly UML editor.
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• Corrections Transfer Document Used when subject is transferred from jurisdiction of one state
correctional facility to another

• Court Calendar Calendar that provides court dates and times for subjects' court appearances (a.k.a.
Docket)

• Court Opinion Court decision on a contested matter

• Criminal Complaint Charging document generally used in misdemeanor proceedings

• Criminal History History of subject's arrests and prosecutions (a.k.a. RAP Sheet)

• Criminal History Query Query of state repository records for subject's criminal history

• Custodial Receipt Prepared when detention facility accepts subject into custody

• Custody List List of subjects currently detained in local custody

• Death Certificate Prepared by coroner upon subject's death

• Detainer Request filed with correctional facility to hold prisoner for requesting agency

• Detention Notification Notice that subject has been taken into custody

• Diagnostic Summary Reflects diagnostic findings regarding subject accepted at correctional facility

• Digitized Photograph Photograph held on record at the Department of Motor Vehicles

• Disposition Reporting Form Form sent to the state reflecting the disposition on a given case

• Diversion Agreement Agreement to place subject on diversion

• Diversion Order Court order to suspend charges and place subject on diversion

• Escape Notice Notification that subject has escaped from custody

• Expungement Order Court order to expunge subject's records

• Failure to Appear Notice Notification of subject's failure to appear in court

• Incident Report Report prepared by law enforcement that provides details regarding an incident

• Indictment Accusation in writing presented by the grand jury

• Inmate Property Inventory Inventory list of subject's property prepared at custodial intake

• INS Alien Notification Notification to INS that subject is an illegal alien

• Inventory List List of property taken into evidence

• Latent Fingerprint Card Card that captures latent prints gathered at the scene of a crime

• List of Qualified Jurors List of jurors that are available to sit on a panel

• Medical Release Form Authorization to release subject's medical records

• Motion for Discovery Motion by either party requesting that other party share pertinent materials
regarding subject's case
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• Motion for Early Release Defense motion requesting that subject be released from custody early

• Motion for Expungement Motion requesting that subject records be expunged

• Motion for New Trial Motion requesting that court order a new trial

• Motion for Post-conviction Relief Defense motion requesting that subject be granted some form of relief
regarding sentence

• Motion to Amend Sentence Motion requesting that court modify sentence terms

• Motion to Revoke Diversion Prosecution motion requesting that court revoke subject's diversion and
reinstate charges

• Motor Vehicle Abstract of Judgment Provides disposition of subject's motor vehicle violation

• Motor Vehicle Driving Record Driver's history on record at the Department of Motor Vehicles

• Motor Vehicle Failure to Pay Fine Notice Court document that informs Motor Vehicles of subject's
failure to pay fines

• Mug Shots Photographs of subject taken at the time of booking or intake

• No Bill Document that sets out grand jury decision to not pursue formal charges

• Nolle Prosequi Document sets out prosecutor decision to not file charges

• Notice of Alleged Violation of Probation Notification of subject's actions that have allegedly violated
terms of probation

• Notice of Appointment Notification that the court has appointed defense counsel on a specific case

• Notice of Hearing Provides notification of hearing date, time and location

• Notice of Motion Notification that motion is to be filed

• Notice of Parole Hearing Notification of date, time and location of parole hearing

• Notice of Satisfaction Notification that subject has satisfied payment obligation

• Notice of Sex Offender Release Notification that subject, who is a sex offender, is to be released from
incarceration

• Notice of Work Release Violation Notification that subject has violated terms of work release

• Notification of Expiring Hold Time Detention facility notifies relevant agencies that subject must be
charged or released in statutorily prescribed time

• Offender Update Correctional document that provides subject's updated custodial status

• Order for Dismissal Court order to dismiss charges against subject

• Order of Discharge Correctional order discharging subject from custody

• Order Terminating Probation Court order to terminate subject's probation

• Order to Recall Warrant Court order to cancel warrant and update warrant files to reflect cancellation

• Order to Revoke Probation Court order to revoke subject's probation
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• Parole Agreement Agreement that sets out subject's terms of parole

• Parole Plan State Probation and Parole's anticipated plan for supervising subject on parole

• Personal Recognizance Bond Bond signed by subject when released on own recognizance

• Petition for Violation of Probation Charging document for probation violations

• Plea Agreement Agreement by prosecution and defense to accept subject's plea in return for a specified
sentence

• Pre-plea Investigation Report Report providing background information regarding subject prior to
entrance of plea

• Presentence Investigation Order Court order to prepare a report used to determine the appropriate
sentence on a case

• Presentence Investigation Report report used to determine the appropriate sentence on a case

• Pretrial Motion Motion filed by either party prior to trial

• Pretrial Screening Report Report used to determine whether subject may be released pending
adjudication

• Probation Intake Worksheet Worksheet completed by local probation office at supervision intake

• Probation Transfer Document Used when subject's supervision is transferred from one local probation
office to another

• Progress Report Report on subject's supervision status

• Property Release Request Letter Letter to law enforcement requesting that property be released to
rightful owner

• Protection Order Court order specifying that subject is to stay away from specified victim

• Release Authorization Authorization to release subject from detention

• Release Notice Notification by jail that subject has been released

• Release Order Court order to release subject from custody

• Remand Order Court order remanding subject into custody

• Request for Supplemental Information Prosecutor request for additional incident/arrest information from
law enforcement

• Response to Filed Motion Filed in response to other party's motion

• Return of Service Document returned to issuing agency when arrest warrant, search warrant, summons,
or subpoena is served

• Search Warrant Court authorization to search specified location

• Sentencing Order Court order setting out subject's sentence terms

• Sex Offender Registration Form Form used to register sex offenders
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• Subject Location Report Specifies subject's location in detention facility

• Subpoena Order to appear in court and provide testimony

• Subpoena Duces Tecum Order to bring evidence to court

• Summary of Proceedings Provides details regarding completed court event (a.k.a. Minute Order)

• Summons Order notifying subject that he/she has been charged with an offense and must appear in court
to answer that charge

• Termination of Protection Order Court order to terminate existing protection order

• Victim Notification Letter Letter sent by Victim Services to victim informing him/her of subject's status

• Waiver of Jury Trial Subject's agreement to waive right to jury trial

Data Containers and Data Elements
This section describes the packages, data containers, and data elements in the Adult Felony JIEM Reference
Model.

Documents

Document: Affidavit for Arrest Warrant

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Affidavit for Search Warrant

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Affidavit for Summons

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Amended Complaint

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Appearance Bond

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Application for Emergency Protection Order

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Application for Protection Order

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Arrest Fingerprint Card

No detailed structure defined.
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Document: Arrest Report

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Arrest Warrant

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Authorization to Continue Detention

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Bench Warrant

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Bill of Information

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Booking Report

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Capture Notice

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Citation

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Corrections Transfer Document

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Court Calendar

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Court Opinion

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Criminal Complaint

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Criminal History

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Criminal History Query

No detailed structure defined.
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Document: Custodial Receipt

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Custody List

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Death Certificate

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Detainer

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Detention Notification

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Diagnostic Summary

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Digitized Photograph

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Disposition Reporting Form

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Diversion Agreement

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Diversion Order

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Escape Notice

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Expungement Order

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Failure to Appear Notice

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Incident Report

No detailed structure defined.
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Document: Indictment

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Inmate Property Inventory

No detailed structure defined.

Document: INS Alien Notification

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Inventory List

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Latent Fingerprint Card

No detailed structure defined.

Document: List of Qualified Jurors

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Medical Release Form

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Motion for Discovery

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Motion for Early Release

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Motion for Expungement

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Motion for New Trial

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Motion for Post-conviction Relief

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Motion to Amend Sentence

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Motion to Revoke Diversion

No detailed structure defined.
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Document: Motor Vehicle Abstract of Judgment

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Motor Vehicle Driving Record

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Motor Vehicle Failure to Pay Fine Notice

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Mug Shots

No detailed structure defined.

Document: No Bill

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Nolle Prosequi

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Notice of Alleged Violation of Probation

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Notice of Appointment

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Notice of Hearing

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Notice of Motion

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Notice of Parole Hearing

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Notice of Satisfaction

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Notice of Sex Offender Release

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Notice of Work Release Violation

No detailed structure defined.
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Document: Notification of Expiring Hold Time

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Offender Update

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Order for Dismissal

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Order of Discharge

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Order Terminating Probation

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Order to Recall Warrant

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Order to Revoke Probation

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Parole Agreement

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Parole Plan

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Personal Recognizance Bond

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Petition for Violation of Probation

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Plea Agreement

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Pre-plea Investigation Report

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Presentence Investigation Order

No detailed structure defined.
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Document: Presentence Investigation Report

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Pretrial Motion

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Pretrial Screening Report

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Probation Intake Worksheet

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Probation Transfer Document

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Progress Report

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Property Release Request Letter

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Protection Order

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Release Authorization

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Release Notice

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Release Order

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Remand Order

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Request for Supplemental Information

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Response to Filed Motion

No detailed structure defined.
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Document: Return of Service

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Search Warrant

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Sentencing Order

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Sex Offender Registration Form

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Subject Location Report

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Subpoena

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Subpoena Duces Tecum

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Summary of Proceedings

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Summons

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Termination of Protection Order

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Victim Notification Letter

No detailed structure defined.

Document: Waiver of Jury Trial

No detailed structure defined.

Shared Component Packages

Components from Component Libraries
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Chapter 5. JIEM Exchanges
The exchange is the combination of all the dimension information described above. Although the JIEM
Modeling Tool provides additional descriptive information to assist justice system practitioners and
developers, the core of the JIEM concept is contained in the following elements that describe the
information exchange:

• Prevailing Process

• Triggering Event

• Sending Agency

• Conditions

• Documents (with structure, specified as simple and complex data elements and (in JIEM 4.1) types)

• Receiving Agency

• Subsequent Process

• Subsequent Event

Eleven additional global variables are used to describe exchanges, and users can add local variables of their
choosing to their site databases. Searches and reports can be filtered based on the values of these elements.
They also are used to perform other specific functions in JIEM. The global variables are as follows:

• Frequency: the average number of times per month this exchange is estimated to occur.

• Urgency: the speed at which the information is needed by the receiving agency.

• Priority: the importance of automating this exchange in an integrated justice initiative.

• Complexity: the relative difficulty or cost of automating this exchange.

• Duration: the average length of time currently required to complete this exchange.

• Transaction Type: the type of exchange, such as a query/response, push/pull, publish, or subscribe/
notify.

• Perspective: this exchange describes the current "As-Is" system, the desired "To-Be" system, or both.

• Status: work on this exchange is in progress or complete.

• Confidentiality: this exchange is public, confidential, or private.

• Location: used when the business rules or information flow vary from location to location within a
jurisdiction.

• Additional Business Rules: used to document additional factors that are important to understand the
context of an information exchange.

Transaction type indicates the type of exchange. Some exchanges are requests for information to be sent
from a justice application to a user. These exchanges are queries and responses. Other exchanges are the
forwarding of information electronically from one application to another. Depending on which system
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initiates the exchange, these are either push or pull transactions. Publish is a special type of push transaction
where an application posts information to a web site for viewing by a person. Subscribe/notify transactions
are exchanges where a person desires to know if anything happens with a particular individual, case, or
event. Setting up the notification--defining the terms under which contact will be made--is a subscription
transaction. Notifying the user when a qualifying event occurs is the notification transaction.

The Adult Felony JIEM Reference Model contains 663 exchanges, organized by process and condition.

Investigation

Incident
1.01.01 Criminal history query

During the Investigation process, at the Incident event, if law enforcement seeks to identify subject, Law
Enforcement sends Criminal History Query to State Repository for the Initial Identification event in the
Investigation process.

1.01.03 Incident report to prosecutor

During the Investigation process, at the Incident event, if law enforcement determines that a crime
was committed, Law Enforcement sends Incident Report to Prosecutor for the Open Case event in the
Investigation process.

1.01.05 Incident report to state repository

During the Investigation process, at the Incident event, if law enforcement determines that a crime was
committed, Law Enforcement sends Incident Report to State Repository for the Initial Identification event
in the Investigation process.

1.01.07 Latent fingerprints to state repository

During the Investigation process, at the Incident event, if law enforcement determines that a crime was
committed, and if law enforcement collects latent fingerprints, Law Enforcement sends Latent Fingerprint
Card to State Repository for the Biometric Identification event in the Investigation process.

1.01.09 Protection order to court from incident

During the Investigation process, at the Incident event, if law enforcement determines that a crime was
committed, if law enforcement suspects that subject committed domestic battery, and if law enforcement
considers subject dangerous, Law Enforcement sends Application for Emergency Protection Order to
Court for the Protection Order Review event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

1.01.11 Incident report to local probation

During the Investigation process, at the Incident event, if law enforcement determines that a crime was
committed, if subject currently is on probation, and if subject violates terms of probation, Law Enforcement
sends Incident Report to Local Probation for the Status Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision
process.

1.01.13 Incident report to state probation and parole

During the Investigation process, at the Incident event, if law enforcement determines that a crime was
committed, if subject currently is on parole, and if subject violates terms of parole, Law Enforcement
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sends Incident Report to State Probation and Parole for the Status Review event in the Post-disposition
Supervision process.

1.01.15 Law enforcement finds probable cause to ask prosecutor to request arrest warrant

During the Investigation process, at the Incident event, if law enforcement determines that a crime was
committed, and if law enforcement finds probable cause to request a warrant, Law Enforcement sends
Affidavit for Arrest Warrant to Prosecutor for the Arrest Warrant Request event in the At Large process.

1.01.17 Law enforcement finds probable cause to request arrest warrant from court

During the Investigation process, at the Incident event, if law enforcement determines that a crime was
committed, if law enforcement finds probable cause to request a warrant, and if prosecutor review is not
required, Law Enforcement sends Affidavit for Arrest Warrant to Court for the Arrest Warrant Review
event in the At Large process.

1.01.19 Subject fails to comply with court orders, law enforcement requests arrest warrant from court

During the Investigation process, at the Incident event, if law enforcement determines that a crime was
committed, if law enforcement finds probable cause to request a warrant, if prosecutor review is not
required, and if subject fails to comply with a court order, Law Enforcement sends Affidavit for Arrest
Warrant to Court for the Arrest Warrant Review event in the At Large process.

1.01.21 Subject fails to comply with court orders, law enforcement requests arrest warrant from prosecutor

During the Investigation process, at the Incident event, if law enforcement determines that a crime was
committed, if law enforcement finds probable cause to request a warrant, and if subject fails to comply with
a court order, Law Enforcement sends Affidavit for Arrest Warrant to Prosecutor for the Arrest Warrant
Request event in the At Large process.

1.01.23 Law enforcement requests summons from prosecutor

During the Investigation process, at the Incident event, if law enforcement determines that a crime
was committed, if law enforcement determines it not necessary to detain or arrest subject, and if law
enforcement finds probable cause to request a summons, Law Enforcement sends Affidavit for Summons
to Prosecutor for the Summons Request event in the At Large process.

Initial Identification
1.02.01 Repository sends criminal history to jail upon request

During the Investigation process, at the Initial Identification event, if jail requests a criminal history, State
Repository sends Criminal History to Jail for the Booking event in the Detention process.

1.02.03 Repository sends criminal history to law enforcement upon request

During the Investigation process, at the Initial Identification event, if law enforcement requests a criminal
history, State Repository sends Criminal History to Law Enforcement for the Law Enforcement Referral
Decision event in the Investigation process.

1.02.05 Motor vehicles sends driver history to law enforcement

During the Investigation process, at the Initial Identification event, if law enforcement requests a driver
history, and if subject cannot be positively identified, Motor Vehicles sends Digitized Photograph, and
Motor Vehicle Driving Record to Law Enforcement for the Law Enforcement Referral Decision event in
the Investigation process.
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Arrest without Warrant
1.03.01 Law enforcement sends arrest report to prosecutor

During the Investigation process, at the Arrest without Warrant event, if no condition specified, Law
Enforcement sends Arrest Report to Prosecutor for the Prosecution Charging Decision event in the
Investigation process.

1.03.03 Law enforcement sends arrest report to jail at booking

During the Investigation process, at the Arrest without Warrant event, if law enforcement takes subject
into custody, Law Enforcement sends Arrest Report to Jail for the Booking event in the Detention process.

1.03.05 Law enforcement sends disposition reporting form to state repository

During the Investigation process, at the Arrest without Warrant event, if law enforcement takes subject into
custody, Law Enforcement sends Disposition Reporting Form to State Repository for the Update Criminal
History event in the Investigation process.

1.03.07 Law enforcement sends citation, appearance bond, and arrest report to prosecutor

During the Investigation process, at the Arrest without Warrant event, if law enforcement takes subject
into custody, if law enforcement issues a citation, and if subject posts bond, Law Enforcement sends
Appearance Bond, Arrest Report, and Citation to Prosecutor for the Prosecution Charging Decision event
in the Investigation process.

1.03.09 Law enforcement sends citation, appearance bond, and arrest report to court

During the Investigation process, at the Arrest without Warrant event, if law enforcement takes subject
into custody, if law enforcement issues a citation, and if subject posts bond, Law Enforcement sends
Appearance Bond, Arrest Report, and Citation to Court for the Open Case event in the Pre-disposition
Court process.

1.03.11 Law enforcement sends arrest report to jail

During the Investigation process, at the Arrest without Warrant event, if subject was already in custody,
Law Enforcement sends Arrest Report to Jail for the Transport Subject to Court event in the Detention
process.

1.03.13 Law enforcement sends arrest report to prosecutor when subject in custody

During the Investigation process, at the Arrest without Warrant event, if subject was already in custody,
Law Enforcement sends Arrest Report to Prosecutor for the Prosecution Charging Decision event in the
Investigation process.

1.03.15 Law enforcement sends arrest report to court

During the Investigation process, at the Arrest without Warrant event, if subject was already in custody,
Law Enforcement sends Arrest Report to Court for the Open Case event in the Pre-disposition Court
process.

1.03.17 Law enforcement sends arrest report to probation

During the Investigation process, at the Arrest without Warrant event, if subject currently is on probation,
Law Enforcement sends Arrest Report to Local Probation for the Status Review event in the Post-
disposition Supervision process.
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1.03.19 Law enforcement sends arrest report to state probation and parole

During the Investigation process, at the Arrest without Warrant event, if subject currently is on parole,
Law Enforcement sends Arrest Report to State Probation and Parole for the Status Review event in the
Post-disposition Supervision process.

Cite and Release
1.04.01 Law enforcement sends citation to prosecutor for review

During the Investigation process, at the Cite and Release event, if no condition specified, Law Enforcement
sends Citation to Prosecutor for the Prosecution Charging Decision event in the Investigation process.

1.04.03 Law enforcement sends citation to court

During the Investigation process, at the Cite and Release event, if no condition specified, Law Enforcement
sends Citation to Court for the Open Case event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

1.04.05 Law enforcement sends citation to state repository

During the Investigation process, at the Cite and Release event, if charge is reportable to the state
repository, Law Enforcement sends Citation to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event
in the Investigation process.

1.04.07 Law enforcement sends citation to probation

During the Investigation process, at the Cite and Release event, if subject currently is on probation, and if
charge is a misdemeanor, Law Enforcement sends Citation to Local Probation for the Status Review event
in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

1.04.09 Law enforcement sends citation to state probation and parole

During the Investigation process, at the Cite and Release event, if subject currently is on parole, Law
Enforcement sends Citation to State Probation and Parole for the Status Review event in the Post-
disposition Supervision process.

Biometric Identification
1.06.01 Repository sends fingerprints and mug shots to FBI

During the Investigation process, at the Biometric Identification event, if no condition specified, State
Repository sends Arrest Fingerprint Card, and Mug Shots to FBI for the Biometric Identification event
in the Investigation process.

1.06.03 Repository sends criminal history to law enforcement

During the Investigation process, at the Biometric Identification event, if state repository positively
identifies subject, State Repository sends Criminal History to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File
event in the Investigation process.

1.06.05 Repository sends criminal history to jail

During the Investigation process, at the Biometric Identification event, if state repository positively
identifies subject, and if subject is in custody, State Repository sends Criminal History to Jail for the
Transport Subject to Court event in the Detention process.

1.06.07 Repository sends criminal history to probation
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During the Investigation process, at the Biometric Identification event, if state repository positively
identifies subject, and if subject currently is on probation, State Repository sends Criminal History to Local
Probation for the Status Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

1.06.09 Repository sends criminal history to state probation and parole

During the Investigation process, at the Biometric Identification event, if law enforcement arrests subject
on probable cause, and if subject currently is on parole, State Repository sends Criminal History to State
Probation and Parole for the Status Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

Search Warrant Request
1.08.01 Law enforcement sends search warrant request to prosecutor

During the Investigation process, at the Search Warrant Request event, if law enforcement finds probable
cause to request a warrant, Law Enforcement sends Affidavit for Search Warrant to Prosecutor for the
Search Warrant Request event in the Investigation process.

1.08.03 Law enforcement sends search warrant request to court

During the Investigation process, at the Search Warrant Request event, if law enforcement finds probable
cause to request a warrant, and if prosecutor review is not required, Law Enforcement sends Affidavit for
Search Warrant to Court for the Search Warrant Review event in the Investigation process.

1.08.05 Prosecutor sends search warrant request to court

During the Investigation process, at the Search Warrant Request event, if prosecutor finds probable cause
to request a warrant, Prosecutor sends Affidavit for Search Warrant to Court for the Search Warrant Review
event in the Investigation process.

Search Warrant Review
1.09.01 Court issues search warrant

During the Investigation process, at the Search Warrant Review event, if court finds probable cause to
issue a warrant, Court sends Search Warrant to Law Enforcement for the Search Warrant Service event
in the Investigation process.

1.09.03 Court sends copy of search warrant to prosecutor

During the Investigation process, at the Search Warrant Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue
a warrant, Court sends Search Warrant to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Investigation
process.

1.09.51 Court rejects application for search warrant and returns affidavit to law enforcement

During the Investigation process, at the Search Warrant Review event, if court does not find probable
cause to issue a warrant, Court sends Affidavit for Search Warrant to Law Enforcement for the Update
Case File event in the Investigation process.

1.09.53 Court rejects application for search warrant and returns affidavit to prosecutor

During the Investigation process, at the Search Warrant Review event, if court does not find probable
cause to issue a warrant, Court sends Affidavit for Search Warrant to Prosecutor for the Update Case File
event in the Investigation process.

1.09.55 Court rejects application for search warrant and returns affidavit to prosecutor for filed case
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During the Investigation process, at the Search Warrant Review event, if court does not find probable
cause to issue a warrant, and if prosecutor has filed charges, Court sends Affidavit for Search Warrant,
and Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Investigation process.

Search Warrant Service
1.10.01 Law Enforcement return of service on search warrant

During the Investigation process, at the Search Warrant Service event, if no condition specified, Law
Enforcement sends Inventory List, and Search Warrant to Court for the Update Case File event in the
Investigation process.

1.10.03 Law Enforcement return of service on search warrant to prosecutor

During the Investigation process, at the Search Warrant Service event, if no condition specified, Law
Enforcement sends Incident Report, and Inventory List to Prosecutor for the Prosecution Charging
Decision event in the Investigation process.

Law Enforcement Referral Decision
1.12.01 Law enforcement refers case to prosecutor

During the Investigation process, at the Law Enforcement Referral Decision event, if law enforcement
finds probable cause to refer case to prosecutor, Law Enforcement sends Arrest Report, and Criminal
History to Prosecutor for the Prosecution Charging Decision event in the Investigation process.

1.12.03 Law enforcement case with reportable charge to prosecutor

During the Investigation process, at the Law Enforcement Referral Decision event, if law enforcement
finds probable cause to refer case to prosecutor, and if charge is reportable to the state repository, Law
Enforcement sends Arrest Report, Criminal History, and Disposition Reporting Form to Prosecutor for the
Prosecution Charging Decision event in the Investigation process.

1.12.05 Law enforcement reports diversion to state repository

During the Investigation process, at the Law Enforcement Referral Decision event, if law enforcement
finds probable cause to refer case to prosecutor, if charge is reportable to the state repository, and if law
enforcement diverts subject, Law Enforcement sends Disposition Reporting Form to State Repository for
the Update Criminal History event in the Investigation process.

1.12.07 Law enforcement diverts subject instead of referring to prosecutor

During the Investigation process, at the Law Enforcement Referral Decision event, if law enforcement
finds probable cause to refer case to prosecutor, and if law enforcement diverts subject, Law Enforcement
sends Arrest Report to Diversion Provider for the Status Review event in the Pre-disposition Supervision
process.

1.12.09 Law enforcement refers in-custody subject for prosecution

During the Investigation process, at the Law Enforcement Referral Decision event, if law enforcement
finds probable cause to refer case to prosecutor, if subject is in custody, and if subject cannot post bond,
Law Enforcement sends Arrest Report, and Criminal History to Prosecutor for the Prosecution Charging
Decision event in the Investigation process.

1.12.11 Law enforcement sends arrest report to court when subject in custody
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During the Investigation process, at the Law Enforcement Referral Decision event, if law enforcement
finds probable cause to refer case to prosecutor, if subject is in custody, and if prosecutor review is not
required, Law Enforcement sends Arrest Report to Court for the Judicial Review of Detention event in
the Pre-disposition Court process.

1.12.13 Law enforcement copies probation on referral

During the Investigation process, at the Law Enforcement Referral Decision event, if law enforcement
finds probable cause to refer case to prosecutor, and if subject currently is on probation, Law Enforcement
sends Arrest Report to Local Probation for the Status Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision
process.

1.12.15 Law enforcement copies probation and parole on referral

During the Investigation process, at the Law Enforcement Referral Decision event, if law enforcement
finds probable cause to refer case to prosecutor, and if subject currently is on parole, Law Enforcement
sends Arrest Report to State Probation and Parole for the Status Review event in the Post-disposition
Supervision process.

Prosecution Charging Decision
1.14.01 Prosecutor files misdemeanor complaint with court

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, and if charge is a misdemeanor, Prosecutor sends Criminal Complaint to Court
for the Open Case event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

1.14.03 Prosecutor copies law enforcement on misdemeanor complaint filing

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, and if charge is a misdemeanor, Prosecutor sends Criminal Complaint to Law
Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the Investigation process.

1.14.05 Prosecutor copies defense on misdemeanor complaint filing

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, if charge is a misdemeanor, and if defense represents subject, Prosecutor sends
Criminal Complaint to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Investigation process.

1.14.07 Prosecutor copies jail on misdemeanor complaint filing

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, if charge is a misdemeanor, and if subject is in custody, Prosecutor sends Criminal
Complaint to Jail for the Update Case File event in the Investigation process.

1.14.09 Prosecutor notifies victim services of misdemeanor complaint filing

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, if charge is a misdemeanor, and if victim has been identified, Prosecutor sends
Criminal Complaint to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Investigation process.

1.14.11 Prosecutor files misdemeanor domestic violence charges and application for protection order

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, if charge is a misdemeanor, and if charge is domestic violence, Prosecutor sends
Application for Protection Order, and Criminal Complaint to Court for the Open Case event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.
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1.14.13 Subject booked upon filing of misdemeanor charges

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, if charge is a misdemeanor, if subject has not been booked, and if prosecutor
wants subject to be booked, Prosecutor sends Criminal Complaint to Jail for the Booking event in the
Detention process.

1.14.15 Prosecutor files felony information with court

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, and if charge is a felony, Prosecutor sends Bill of Information to Court for the
Open Case event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

1.14.17 Prosecutor copies law enforcement on felony information filing

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, and if charge is a felony, Prosecutor sends Bill of Information to Law Enforcement
for the Update Case File event in the Investigation process.

1.14.19 Prosecutor copies defense on felony information filing

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, if charge is a felony, and if defense represents subject, Prosecutor sends Bill of
Information to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Investigation process.

1.14.21 Prosecutor copies jail on felony information filing

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, if charge is a felony, and if subject is in custody, Prosecutor sends Bill of
Information to Jail for the Update Case File event in the Investigation process.

1.14.23 Prosecutor notifies victim services of felony information filing

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, if charge is a felony, and if victim has been identified, Prosecutor sends Bill of
Information to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Investigation process.

1.14.25 Prosecutor files felony domestic violence charges and application for protection order

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, if charge is a felony, and if charge is domestic violence, Prosecutor sends
Application for Protection Order, and Bill of Information to Court for the Open Case event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

1.14.27 Subject booked upon filing of felony charges

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, if charge is a felony, if subject has not been booked, and if prosecutor wants subject
to be booked, Prosecutor sends Bill of Information to Jail for the Booking event in the Detention process.

1.14.29 Prosecutor notifies state repository of criminal filing

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, and if charge is reportable to the state repository, Prosecutor sends Disposition
Reporting Form to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Investigation process.

1.14.31 Prosecutor notifies law enforcement of diversion
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During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, and if prosecutor diverts subject without filing charges, Prosecutor sends
Disposition Reporting Form to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the Investigation
process.

1.14.33 Prosecutor notifies diversion provider of diversion

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, and if prosecutor diverts subject without filing charges, Prosecutor sends
Disposition Reporting Form to Diversion Provider for the Status Review event in the Pre-disposition
Supervision process.

1.14.35 Prosecutor notifies state repository of diversion

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, if prosecutor diverts subject without filing charges, and if charge is reportable
to the state repository, Prosecutor sends Disposition Reporting Form to State Repository for the Update
Criminal History event in the Investigation process.

1.14.37 Prosecutor notifies victim services of diversion

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, if prosecutor diverts subject without filing charges, and if victim has been
identified, Prosecutor sends Disposition Reporting Form to Victim Services for the Victim Notification
event in the Investigation process.

1.14.39 Prosecutor amends indictment

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor amends charge,
Prosecutor sends Bill of Information to Court for the Court Appearance event in the Pre-disposition Court
process.

1.14.51 Prosecutor notifies court that there is insufficient evidence to file

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds
insufficient evidence to file charges, Prosecutor sends Nolle Prosequi to Court for the Close Case event
in the Post-supervision process.

1.14.53 Prosecutor has insufficient evidence to file and requests additional information from law
enforcement

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds
insufficient evidence to file charges, and if prosecutor requires additional information, Prosecutor sends
Request for Supplemental Information to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the
Investigation process.

1.14.55 Prosecutor notifies law enforcement that there is insufficient evidence to file

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds
insufficient evidence to file charges, and if prosecutor closes case, Prosecutor sends Nolle Prosequi to Law
Enforcement for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

1.14.57 Prosecutor notifies state repository that there is insufficient evidence to file

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds
insufficient evidence to file charges, and if charge is reportable to the state repository, Prosecutor sends
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Disposition Reporting Form to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Investigation
process.

1.14.59 Prosecutor notifies jail that there is insufficient evidence to file and authorizes release of subject

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds
insufficient evidence to file charges, and if subject is in custody, Prosecutor sends Nolle Prosequi, and
Release Authorization to Jail for the Release event in the Detention process.

1.14.61 Prosecutor notifies victim services that there is insufficient evidence to file

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds
insufficient evidence to file charges, and if victim has been identified, Prosecutor sends Nolle Prosequi to
Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Investigation process.

1.14.63 Prosecutor notifies defense that there is insufficient evidence to file

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds
insufficient evidence to file charges, and if defense represents subject, Prosecutor sends Nolle Prosequi to
Defense for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

1.14.65 Prosecutor files charges and requests summons from court

During the Investigation process, at the Prosecution Charging Decision event, if prosecutor finds sufficient
evidence to file charges, and if prosecutor finds probable cause to request a summons, Prosecutor sends
Affidavit for Summons, and Criminal Complaint to Court for the Summons Review event in the At Large
process.

Grand Jury Indictment Decision
1.16.01 Grand jury sends indictment to court

During the Investigation process, at the Grand Jury Indictment Decision event, if grand jury finds true bill,
??? sends Indictment to Court for the Court Appearance event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

1.16.03 Court sends indictment to prosecutor

During the Investigation process, at the Grand Jury Indictment Decision event, if grand jury finds true bill,
Court sends Indictment to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Investigation process.

1.16.05 Court sends indictment to state repository

During the Investigation process, at the Grand Jury Indictment Decision event, if grand jury finds true
bill, Court sends Indictment to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Investigation
process.

1.16.07 Court sends indictment to defense

During the Investigation process, at the Grand Jury Indictment Decision event, if grand jury finds true
bill, and if defense represents subject, Court sends Indictment to Defense for the Update Case File event
in the Investigation process.

1.16.51 Grand jury notifies court of no true bill

During the Investigation process, at the Grand Jury Indictment Decision event, if grand jury finds no true
bill, ??? sends No Bill to Court for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.
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1.16.53 Court notifies prosecutor of no true bill

During the Investigation process, at the Grand Jury Indictment Decision event, if grand jury finds no true
bill, Court sends No Bill to Prosecutor for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

1.16.55 Court notifies law enforcement of no true bill

During the Investigation process, at the Grand Jury Indictment Decision event, if grand jury finds no true
bill, Court sends No Bill to Law Enforcement for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

1.16.57 Court notifies state repository of no true bill

During the Investigation process, at the Grand Jury Indictment Decision event, if grand jury finds no true
bill, Court sends Disposition Reporting Form to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event
in the Investigation process.

1.16.59 Court notifies defense of no true bill

During the Investigation process, at the Grand Jury Indictment Decision event, if grand jury finds no true
bill, and if defense represents subject, Court sends No Bill to Defense for the Close Case event in the Post-
supervision process.

1.16.61 Court notifies jail of no true bill and authorizes release of subject

During the Investigation process, at the Grand Jury Indictment Decision event, if grand jury finds no true
bill, and if subject is in custody, Court sends Release Order to Jail for the Release event in the Detention
process.

Update Criminal History
1.18.01 Repository notifies FBI of updated criminal history

During the Investigation process, at the Update Criminal History event, if charge is reportable to the FBI,
State Repository sends Arrest Fingerprint Card, and Mug Shots to FBI for the Update Criminal History
event in the Investigation process.

Victim Notification
1.95.01 Victim services notifies victim of prosecutor declination

During the Investigation process, at the Victim Notification event, if prosecutor finds insufficient evidence
to file charges, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event
in the Investigation process.

1.95.03 Victim services notifies victim of prosecutor filing of charges after investigation

During the Investigation process, at the Victim Notification event, if prosecutor has filed charges, Victim
Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Investigation
process.

1.95.05 Victim services notifies victim of diversion

During the Investigation process, at the Victim Notification event, if prosecutor diverts subject without
filing charges, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event
in the Investigation process.
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2.95.01 Victim notified of subject arrest on warrant

During the At Large process, at the Victim Notification event, if law enforcement arrests subject on a
warrant, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the
At Large process.

3.95.01 Victim services notifies victim that subject in custody

During the Detention process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject is in custody, Victim Services
sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Detention process.

3.95.03 Victim services notifies victim of subject death

During the Detention process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject dies in custody, Victim Services
sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Detention process.

3.95.05 Victim services notifies victim of subject transfer

During the Detention process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject is transferred to another
jurisdiction, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in
the Detention process.

3.95.07 Victim services notifies victim of that subject detention time about to expire

During the Detention process, at the Victim Notification event, if jail determines release time approaching,
Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Detention
process.

3.95.09 Victim services notifies victim of subject release from custody

During the Detention process, at the Victim Notification event, if jail releases subject, Victim Services
sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Detention process.

3.95.11 Victim services notifies victim of subject escape from custody

During the Detention process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject escapes from custody, Victim
Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Detention process.

3.95.13 Victim services notifies victim of subject capture

During the Detention process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject captured, Victim Services sends
Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Detention process.

4.95.01 Victim services notifies victim of first scheduled court appearance

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if court schedules first
appearance, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in
the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.95.03 Victim services notifies victim of subsequently scheduled court appearance

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if court schedules subsequent
appearance, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in
the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.95.05 Victim services notifies victim of prosecutor filing of charges
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During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if prosecutor has filed charges,
Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.95.07 Victim services notifies victim of subject's release pending adjudication

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if court orders subject released,
Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.95.09 Victim services notifies victim that subject is to remain in custody

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject is to remain in
custody, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the
Pre-disposition Court process.

4.95.11 Victim services notifies victim that court amended charges

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if court amends charge, Victim
Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Pre-disposition
Court process.

4.95.13 Victim services notifies victim that subject failed to appear and bench warrant was issued

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject fails to appear, and
if court finds non-appearance unjustified, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for
the Update Records event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.95.15 Victim services notifies victim of subject's not guilty plea

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject enters a not guilty
plea, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.95.17 Victim services notifies victim of subject's guilty plea

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject enters a guilty plea,
Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.95.19 Victim services notifies victim of pre-disposition continuance

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if court grants motion for a
continuance, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in
the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.95.21 Victim services notifies victim of continuance

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if court diverts subject, Victim
Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Pre-disposition
Court process.

4.95.23 Victim services notifies victim of subject's violation of supervision terms

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject violates conditions
of supervision, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event
in the Pre-disposition Court process.
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4.95.25 Victim services notifies victim of subject's successful completion of diversion

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject successfully
completes diversion, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records
event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.95.27 Victim services notifies victim of jury's guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if jury finds subject guilty of
one or more charges, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records
event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.95.29 Victim services notifies victim of jury's not guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if jury finds subject not guilty
on all charges, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event
in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.95.31 Victim services notifies victim of court's dismissal of charges

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if court dismisses charges,
Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

5.95.01 Victim services notifies victim of diversion failure

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject fails diversion,
Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Pre-
disposition Supervision process.

5.95.03 Victim services notifies victim of pre-disposition supervision violation

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject violates
conditions of supervision, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update
Records event in the Pre-disposition Supervision process.

5.95.05 Victim services notifies victim of subject's completion of diversion

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject successfully
completes diversion, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records
event in the Pre-disposition Supervision process.

5.95.07 Victim services notifies victim of subject's diversion failure

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject fails diversion,
and if prosecutor reinstates charges, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the
Update Records event in the Pre-disposition Supervision process.

6.95.01 Victim services notifies victim of court sentence

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if court sentences subject,
Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Post-
disposition Court process.

6.95.03 Victim services notifies victim of successful termination of probation

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject successfully
completes probation, and if court terminates probation, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter
to Victim for the Update Records event in the Post-disposition Court process.
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6.95.05 Victim services notifies victim of subject's failure to appear

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject fails to appear,
Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Post-
disposition Court process.

6.95.07 Victim services notifies victim of post-disposition continuance

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if court grants motion for a
continuance, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in
the Post-disposition Court process.

6.95.09 Victim services notifies victim of subject satisfying court-ordered payment obligations

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject makes court-ordered
payments, and if court closes case, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the
Update Records event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.95.11 Victim services notifies victim of subject's modification of sentence

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if court determines that subject
action requires sentence modification, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the
Update Records event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.95.13 Victim services notifies victim of subject's revocation of probation

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject violates terms of
probation, and if court revokes probation, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for
the Update Records event in the Post-disposition Court process.

7.95.01 Victim services notifies victim of subject's failure to comply with probation terms

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject violates terms
of probation, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in
the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.95.03 Victim services notifies victim of subject's failure to make court-ordered payments

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject fails to
make court-ordered payments, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update
Records event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.95.05 Victim services notifies victim of subject's transfer to another jurisdiction

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject is transferred
to another jurisdiction, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records
event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

8.95.01 Victim services notifies victim of incarceration intake at jail

During the Incarceration process, at the Victim Notification event, if court sentences subject to jail, and if
jail accepts custody of subject, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update
Records event in the Incarceration process.

8.95.03 Victim services notifies victim of incarceration intake at state prison

During the Incarceration process, at the Victim Notification event, if court sentences subject to prison, and
if corrections accepts custody of subject, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for
the Update Records event in the Incarceration process.
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8.95.05 Victim services notifies victim of subject's eligibility for parole

During the Incarceration process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject is eligible for parole, Victim
Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Incarceration
process.

8.95.07 Victim services notifies victim of subject's escape from prison

During the Incarceration process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject escapes from custody, Victim
Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Incarceration
process.

8.95.09 Victim services notifies victim of subject's return to prison

During the Incarceration process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject is returned to state prison,
Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the
Incarceration process.

8.95.11 Victim services notifies victim of subject's detainer

During the Incarceration process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject has a detainer, and if subject
is transferred to local custody, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update
Records event in the Incarceration process.

8.95.13 Victim services notifies victim of subject's release from prison

During the Incarceration process, at the Victim Notification event, if subject completed prison term, Victim
Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the Incarceration
process.

8.95.15 Victim services notifies victim of subject's release to parole

During the Incarceration process, at the Victim Notification event, if corrections releases subject to
parole, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the Update Records event in the
Incarceration process.

8.95.17 Victim services notifies victim of subject's inter-state transfer

During the Incarceration process, at the Victim Notification event, if corrections accepts custody of subject,
and if subject is from out of state, Victim Services sends Victim Notification Letter to Victim for the
Update Records event in the Incarceration process.

At Large

Arrest Warrant Request
2.20.01 Prosecutor requests arrest warrant from court

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Request event, if prosecutor finds probable cause to
request a warrant, Prosecutor sends Affidavit for Arrest Warrant to Court for the Arrest Warrant Review
event in the At Large process.

2.20.03 Prosecutor requests arrest warrant and probation violation from court

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Request event, if prosecutor finds probable cause to
request a warrant, and if prosecutor finds probable cause to file a probation violation, Prosecutor sends
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Affidavit for Arrest Warrant, and Petition for Violation of Probation to Court for the Arrest Warrant
Review event in the At Large process.

2.20.05 Subject fails to comply with court orders, prosecutor requests arrest warrant from court

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Request event, if prosecutor finds probable cause to
request a warrant, and if subject fails to comply with a court order, Prosecutor sends Affidavit for Arrest
Warrant to Court for the Arrest Warrant Review event in the At Large process.

Arrest Warrant Review
2.21.01 Court issues arrest warrant, sends to law enforcement

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue a
warrant, Court sends Arrest Warrant to Law Enforcement for the Arrest on Warrant event in the At Large
process.

2.21.03 Court issues arrest warrant, sends to prosecutor

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue a
warrant, Court sends Arrest Warrant to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the At Large process.

2.21.05 Court issues arrest warrant, sends to sheriff

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue
a warrant, Court sends Arrest Warrant to Service Agency for the Update Local Warrant File event in the
At Large process.

2.21.07 Court issues arrest warrant, sends to state repository

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue
a warrant, Court sends Arrest Warrant to State Repository for the Update State Warrant File event in the
At Large process.

2.21.09 Court issues arrest warrant on filed case, sends to law enforcement

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue a
warrant, and if prosecutor has filed charges, Court sends Arrest Warrant, and Summary of Proceedings to
Law Enforcement for the Arrest on Warrant event in the At Large process.

2.21.11 Court issues arrest warrant on filed case, sends to prosecutor

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue a
warrant, and if prosecutor has filed charges, Court sends Arrest Warrant, and Summary of Proceedings to
Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the At Large process.

2.21.13 Court issues arrest warrant on filed case, sends to state repository

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue a
warrant, and if prosecutor has filed charges, Court sends Arrest Warrant to State Repository for the Update
State Warrant File event in the At Large process.

2.21.15 Subject fails to comply with terms of probation, court sends arrest warrant to law enforcement

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue a
warrant, and if subject violates terms of probation, Court sends Arrest Warrant to Law Enforcement for
the Arrest on Warrant event in the At Large process.
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2.21.17 Subject fails to comply with terms of probation, court sends arrest warrant to sheriff

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue a
warrant, and if subject violates terms of probation, Court sends Arrest Warrant to Service Agency for the
Update Local Warrant File event in the At Large process.

2.21.19 Subject fails to comply with terms of probation, court sends arrest warrant to state repository

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue
a warrant, and if subject violates terms of probation, Court sends Arrest Warrant to State Repository for
the Update State Warrant File event in the At Large process.

2.21.21 Subject fails to comply with terms of probation, court sends arrest warrant to prosecutor

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue
a warrant, and if subject violates terms of probation, Court sends Arrest Warrant to Prosecutor for the
Update Case File event in the At Large process.

2.21.23 Subject fails to comply with terms of probation, court sends arrest warrant to probation

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue
a warrant, and if subject violates terms of probation, Court sends Arrest Warrant to Local Probation for
the Update Case File event in the At Large process.

2.21.51 Court rejects arrest warrant request and notifies law enforcement

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court does not find probable cause to
issue a warrant, Court sends Affidavit for Arrest Warrant to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File
event in the At Large process.

2.21.53 Court rejects arrest warrant request and notifies prosecutor

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court does not find probable cause
to issue a warrant, Court sends Affidavit for Arrest Warrant to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event
in the At Large process.

2.21.55 Court rejects arrest warrant request on filed case and notifies law enforcement

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court does not find probable cause to
issue a warrant, and if prosecutor has filed charges, Court sends Affidavit for Arrest Warrant, and Summary
of Proceedings to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the At Large process.

2.21.57 Court rejects arrest warrant request on filed case and notifies prosecutor

During the At Large process, at the Arrest Warrant Review event, if court does not find probable cause to
issue a warrant, and if prosecutor has filed charges, Court sends Affidavit for Arrest Warrant, and Summary
of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the At Large process.

Arrest on Warrant
2.22.01 Law enforcement arrests subject on an arrest warrant, notifies state repository

During the At Large process, at the Arrest on Warrant event, if law enforcement arrests subject on an arrest
warrant, Law Enforcement sends Arrest Report, Arrest Warrant, and Return of Service to State Repository
for the Update State Warrant File event in the At Large process.

2.22.03 Law enforcement arrests subject on an arrest warrant, notifies court to cancel warrant
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During the At Large process, at the Arrest on Warrant event, if law enforcement arrests subject on an
arrest warrant, Law Enforcement sends Arrest Warrant, and Return of Service to Court for the Warrant
Cancellation event in the At Large process.

2.22.05 Law enforcement arrests subject on an arrest warrant, notifies sheriff

During the At Large process, at the Arrest on Warrant event, if law enforcement arrests subject on an arrest
warrant, Law Enforcement sends Arrest Warrant, and Return of Service to Service Agency for the Update
Local Warrant File event in the At Large process.

2.22.07 Law enforcement arrests subject on an arrest warrant, refers case to prosecutor

During the At Large process, at the Arrest on Warrant event, if law enforcement arrests subject on an arrest
warrant, and if prosecutor has not filed charges, Law Enforcement sends Arrest Report to Prosecutor for
the Prosecution Charging Decision event in the Investigation process.

2.22.09 Law enforcement arrests subject on a bench warrant, notifies court to cancel warrant

During the At Large process, at the Arrest on Warrant event, if law enforcement arrests subject on a
bench warrant, Law Enforcement sends Bench Warrant, and Return of Service to Court for the Warrant
Cancellation event in the At Large process.

2.22.11 Law enforcement arrests subject on a bench warrant, notifies state repository

During the At Large process, at the Arrest on Warrant event, if law enforcement arrests subject on a bench
warrant, Law Enforcement sends Bench Warrant, and Return of Service to State Repository for the Update
State Warrant File event in the At Large process.

2.22.13 Law enforcement arrests subject on a bench warrant, notifies sheriff

During the At Large process, at the Arrest on Warrant event, if law enforcement arrests subject on a bench
warrant, Law Enforcement sends Bench Warrant, and Return of Service to Service Agency for the Update
Local Warrant File event in the At Large process.

2.22.15 Law enforcement arrests subject on a bench warrant, notifies prosecutor

During the At Large process, at the Arrest on Warrant event, if law enforcement arrests subject on a bench
warrant, Law Enforcement sends Bench Warrant, and Return of Service to Prosecutor for the Update Case
File event in the At Large process.

2.22.17 Law enforcement arrests subject on a pre-disposition bench warrant

During the At Large process, at the Arrest on Warrant event, if law enforcement arrests subject on a bench
warrant, and if court has not entered a final disposition, Law Enforcement sends Bench Warrant, and
Return of Service to Court for the Court Appearance event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

2.22.19 Law enforcement arrests subject post-disposition on a bench warrant

During the At Large process, at the Arrest on Warrant event, if law enforcement arrests subject on a bench
warrant, and if court entered a final disposition, Law Enforcement sends Bench Warrant, and Return of
Service to Court for the Review Hearing event in the Post-disposition Court process.

2.22.21 Law enforcement takes subject into custody, sends arrest report to jail

During the At Large process, at the Arrest on Warrant event, if subject is taken into custody, Law
Enforcement sends Arrest Report to Jail for the Booking event in the Detention process.
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2.22.23 Law enforcement notifies victim services that subject has been arrested on a warrant

During the At Large process, at the Arrest on Warrant event, if victim has been identified, Law
Enforcement sends Arrest Report to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the At Large
process.

Warrant Cancellation
2.24.01 Court recalls warrant, notifies sheriff

During the At Large process, at the Warrant Cancellation event, if subject brought to court on a warrant,
and if court recalls warrant, Court sends Order to Recall Warrant to Service Agency for the Update Local
Warrant File event in the At Large process.

2.24.03 Court recalls warrant, notifies state repository

During the At Large process, at the Warrant Cancellation event, if subject brought to court on a warrant,
and if court recalls warrant, Court sends Order to Recall Warrant to State Repository for the Update State
Warrant File event in the At Large process.

2.24.05 Court recalls warrant, notifies law enforcement

During the At Large process, at the Warrant Cancellation event, if subject brought to court on a warrant,
and if court recalls warrant, Court sends Order to Recall Warrant to Law Enforcement for the Update Case
File event in the At Large process.

2.24.07 Court recalls warrant, notifies prosecutor

During the At Large process, at the Warrant Cancellation event, if subject brought to court on a warrant,
and if court recalls warrant, Court sends Order to Recall Warrant to Prosecutor for the Update Case File
event in the At Large process.

2.24.09 Court recalls warrant, notifies defense

During the At Large process, at the Warrant Cancellation event, if subject brought to court on a warrant,
and if court recalls warrant, Court sends Order to Recall Warrant to Defense for the Update Case File
event in the At Large process.

Summons Request
2.26.01 Prosecutor requests summons from court

During the At Large process, at the Summons Request event, if prosecutor finds probable cause to request a
summons, if law enforcement determines it not necessary to detain or arrest subject, and if law enforcement
does not consider subject dangerous, Prosecutor sends Affidavit for Summons to Court for the Summons
Review event in the At Large process.

Summons Review
2.27.01 Court issues summons to law enforcement

During the At Large process, at the Summons Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue a
summons, Court sends Summons to Law Enforcement for the Summons Service event in the At Large
process.
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2.27.03 Court issues summons to prosecutor

During the At Large process, at the Summons Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue a
summons, and if prosecutor has not filed charges, Court sends Summons to Prosecutor for the Prosecution
Charging Decision event in the Investigation process.

2.27.05 Court issues summons in filed case to prosecutor

During the At Large process, at the Summons Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue a
summons, and if prosecutor has filed charges, Court sends Summary of Proceedings, and Summons to
Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the At Large process.

2.27.07 Court issues summons in filed case to law enforcement

During the At Large process, at the Summons Review event, if court finds probable cause to issue a
summons, and if prosecutor has filed charges, Court sends Summary of Proceedings, and Summons to
Law Enforcement for the Summons Service event in the At Large process.

Summons Service
2.28.01 Law enforcement serves summons

During the At Large process, at the Summons Service event, if no condition specified, Law Enforcement
sends Return of Service, and Summons to Court for the Court Appearance event in the Pre-disposition
Court process.

2.28.03 Law enforcement serves summons to subject on probation

During the At Large process, at the Summons Service event, if subject currently is on probation, Law
Enforcement sends Return of Service, and Summons to Court for the Review Hearing event in the Post-
disposition Court process.

2.28.05 Law enforcement serves summons to subject on probation, notifies probation

During the At Large process, at the Summons Service event, if subject currently is on probation, Law
Enforcement sends Return of Service, and Summons to Local Probation for the Update Case File event
in the At Large process.

2.28.07 Law enforcement serves summons to subject on probation, notifies prosecutor

During the At Large process, at the Summons Service event, if subject currently is on probation, Law
Enforcement sends Return of Service, and Summons to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the
At Large process.

2.28.09 Law enforcement serves summons to subject on probation, notifies defense

During the At Large process, at the Summons Service event, if subject currently is on probation, Law
Enforcement sends Return of Service, and Summons to Defense for the Update Case File event in the At
Large process.

2.28.11 Law enforcement unable to serve summons

During the At Large process, at the Summons Service event, if law enforcement unable to serve a summons,
Law Enforcement sends Affidavit for Arrest Warrant to Prosecutor for the Arrest Warrant Request event
in the At Large process.
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Detention

Intake
3.30.01 Jail notifies court that subject is in custody

During the Detention process, at the Intake event, if prosecutor has filed charges, Jail sends Detention
Notification to Court for the Court Appearance event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

3.30.03 Jail notifies pretrial services of bookings

During the Detention process, at the Intake event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Booking Report,
and Custody List to Pretrial Services for the Pretrial Screening event in the Detention process.

3.30.05 Jail notifies probation and parole that subject is in custody

During the Detention process, at the Intake event, if subject currently is on parole, Jail sends Detention
Notification to State Probation and Parole for the Status Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision
process.

3.30.07 Jail notifies probation that subject remanded to custody for violating pretrial supervision

During the Detention process, at the Intake event, if court remands subject for violating terms of conditional
release, Jail sends Detention Notification to Local Probation for the Status Review event in the Pre-
disposition Supervision process.

3.30.09 Victim notified that subject is detained

During the Detention process, at the Intake event, if victim has been identified, Jail sends Detention
Notification to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Detention process.

7.30.01 Local probation informs court of subject's failure to report for intake

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Intake event, if court sentences subject to probation,
and if subject fails to report, Local Probation sends Notice of Alleged Violation of Probation to Court for
the Review Hearing event in the Post-disposition Court process.

7.30.03 Local probation informs prosecutor of subject's failure to report for intake

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Intake event, if court sentences subject to probation,
and if subject fails to report, Local Probation sends Notice of Alleged Violation of Probation to Prosecutor
for the Probation Violation Filing Decision event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.30.05 Local probation informs defense of subject's failure to report for intake

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Intake event, if court sentences subject to probation,
and if subject fails to report, Local Probation sends Notice of Alleged Violation of Probation to Defense
for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.30.07 Jail informs local probation of subject's failure to report for work release program

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Intake event, if court sentences subject to a work
release program, and if subject fails to report, Jail sends Notice of Work Release Violation to Local
Probation for the Status Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.
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7.30.09 Jail informs prosecutor of subject's failure to report for work release program

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Intake event, if court sentences subject to a work
release program, and if subject fails to report, Jail sends Notice of Work Release Violation to Prosecutor
for the Probation Violation Filing Decision event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.30.11 Local probation refers subject to treatment provider

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Intake event, if probation refers subject to a
treatment provider, Local Probation sends Probation Intake Worksheet to Treatment Provider for the Intake
event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

8.30.01 Jail informs state repository of incarceration intake

During the Incarceration process, at the Intake event, if court sentences subject to jail, and if jail accepts
custody of subject, Jail sends Arrest Fingerprint Card, and Custodial Receipt to State Repository for the
Update Criminal History event in the Incarceration process.

8.30.03 Jail informs victim services of incarceration intake

During the Incarceration process, at the Intake event, if court sentences subject to jail, if jail accepts custody
of subject, and if victim has been identified, Jail sends Arrest Fingerprint Card, and Custodial Receipt to
Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Incarceration process.

8.30.05 Corrections informs state repository of incarceration intake

During the Incarceration process, at the Intake event, if court sentences subject to jail, and if corrections
accepts custody of subject, Corrections sends Arrest Fingerprint Card, and Custodial Receipt to State
Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Incarceration process.

8.30.07 Corrections informs court of incarceration intake

During the Incarceration process, at the Intake event, if court sentences subject to jail, and if corrections
accepts custody of subject, Corrections sends Diagnostic Summary to Court for the Update Case File event
in the Incarceration process.

8.30.09 Corrections informs victim services of incarceration intake

During the Incarceration process, at the Intake event, if court sentences subject to prison, if corrections
accepts custody of subject, and if victim has been identified, Corrections sends Arrest Fingerprint Card,
and Custodial Receipt to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Incarceration process.

8.30.11 Corrections informs INS of alien inmate

During the Incarceration process, at the Intake event, if court sentences subject to prison, if corrections
accepts custody of subject, and if subject is an alien, Corrections sends INS Alien Notification to USCIS
for the Update Records event in the Incarceration process.

Booking
3.31.01 Jail sends fingerprint card and mug shots to state repository

During the Detention process, at the Booking event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Arrest Fingerprint
Card, and Mug Shots to State Repository for the Biometric Identification event in the Investigation process.

3.31.03 Jail sends fingerprint card and mug shots to prosecutor
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During the Detention process, at the Booking event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Arrest Fingerprint
Card, and Mug Shots to Prosecutor for the Prosecution Charging Decision event in the Investigation
process.

3.31.05 Jail sends fingerprint card and disposition report form to law enforcement

During the Detention process, at the Booking event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Arrest Fingerprint
Card, and Disposition Reporting Form to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the Detention
process.

3.31.07 Jail notifies probation of subject booking

During the Detention process, at the Booking event, if subject currently is on probation, Jail sends
Detention Notification to Local Probation for the Status Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision
process.

Subject Death
3.32.01 Jail notifies state repository of subject death

During the Detention process, at the Subject Death event, if subject dies in custody, Jail sends Death
Certificate to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Detention process.

3.32.03 Jail notifies prosecutor of subject death

During the Detention process, at the Subject Death event, if subject dies in custody, Jail sends Death
Certificate to Prosecutor for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

3.32.05 Jail notifies court of subject death

During the Detention process, at the Subject Death event, if subject dies in custody, Jail sends Death
Certificate to Court for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

3.32.07 Jail notifies law enforcement of subject death

During the Detention process, at the Subject Death event, if subject dies in custody, Jail sends Death
Certificate to Law Enforcement for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

3.32.09 Jail notifies defense of subject death

During the Detention process, at the Subject Death event, if subject dies in custody, Jail sends Death
Certificate to Defense for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

3.32.11 Jail notifies victim services of subject death

During the Detention process, at the Subject Death event, if subject dies in custody, and if victim has
been identified, Jail sends Death Certificate to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the
Detention process.

Custody Transfer
3.34.01 Jail notifies law enforcement of change in subject location

During the Detention process, at the Custody Transfer event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Subject
Location Report to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the Detention process.
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3.34.03 Jail notifies victim services of change in subject location

During the Detention process, at the Custody Transfer event, if victim has been identified, Jail sends
Subject Location Report to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Detention process.

3.34.05 Jail notifies state repository of change in subject location

During the Detention process, at the Custody Transfer event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Arrest
Fingerprint Card to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Detention process.

3.34.07 Jail notifies prosecutor of change in subject location

During the Detention process, at the Custody Transfer event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Subject
Location Report to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Detention process.

3.34.09 Jail notifies defense of change in subject location

During the Detention process, at the Custody Transfer event, if defense represents subject, Jail sends
Subject Location Report to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Detention process.

Transport Subject to Court
3.35.01 Jail supplies list of subjects transported to court

During the Detention process, at the Transport Subject to Court event, if no condition specified, Jail sends
Custody List to Court for the Court Appearance event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

8.35.01 Corrections informs jail of subject's transfer to local custody

During the Incarceration process, at the Transport Subject to Court event, if subject has a detainer, and
if subject is transferred to local custody, Corrections sends Offender Update to Jail for the Intake event
in the Detention process.

8.35.03 Corrections informs court of subject's transfer to local custody

During the Incarceration process, at the Transport Subject to Court event, if subject has a detainer, and
if subject is transferred to local custody, Corrections sends Offender Update to Court for the Court
Appearance event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

8.35.05 Corrections informs prosecutor of subject's transfer to local custody

During the Incarceration process, at the Transport Subject to Court event, if subject has a detainer, and
if subject is transferred to local custody, Corrections sends Offender Update to Prosecutor for the Update
Case File event in the Incarceration process.

8.35.07 Corrections informs defense of subject's transfer to local custody

During the Incarceration process, at the Transport Subject to Court event, if subject has a detainer, and if
subject is transferred to local custody, Corrections sends Offender Update to Defense for the Update Case
File event in the Incarceration process.

8.35.09 Corrections informs victim services of subject's transfer to local custody

During the Incarceration process, at the Transport Subject to Court event, if subject has a detainer, if subject
is transferred to local custody, and if victim has been identified, Corrections sends Offender Update to
Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Incarceration process.
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Release Date Review
3.37.01 Jail notifies prosecutor that maximum detention time for subject is approaching

During the Detention process, at the Release Date Review event, if jail determines release time
approaching, and if prosecutor has not filed charges, Jail sends Notification of Expiring Hold Time to
Prosecutor for the Prosecution Charging Decision event in the Investigation process.

3.37.03 Jail notifies law enforcement that maximum detention time for subject is approaching

During the Detention process, at the Release Date Review event, if jail determines release time
approaching, and if law enforcement has not referred case to prosecutor, Jail sends Notification of Expiring
Hold Time to Law Enforcement for the Law Enforcement Referral Decision event in the Investigation
process.

3.37.05 Jail notifies victim services that maximum detention time for subject is approaching

During the Detention process, at the Release Date Review event, if jail determines release time
approaching, if prosecutor has not filed charges, and if victim has been identified, Jail sends Notification
of Expiring Hold Time to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Detention process.

8.37.01 Corrections informs Parole Board of subject's parole eligibility

During the Incarceration process, at the Release Date Review event, if subject is eligible for parole,
Corrections sends Parole Plan to Parole Board for the Parole Hearing event in the Incarceration process.

8.37.03 Corrections informs court of subject's parole eligibility

During the Incarceration process, at the Release Date Review event, if subject is eligible for parole,
Corrections sends Notice of Parole Hearing to Court for the Update Case File event in the Incarceration
process.

8.37.05 Corrections informs prosecutor of subject's parole eligibility

During the Incarceration process, at the Release Date Review event, if subject is eligible for parole,
Corrections sends Notice of Parole Hearing to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the
Incarceration process.

8.37.07 Corrections informs defense of subject's parole eligibility

During the Incarceration process, at the Release Date Review event, if subject is eligible for parole,
Corrections sends Notice of Parole Hearing to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Incarceration
process.

8.37.09 Corrections informs victim services of subject's parole eligibility

During the Incarceration process, at the Release Date Review event, if subject is eligible for parole, and if
victim has been identified, Corrections sends Notice of Parole Hearing to Victim Services for the Victim
Notification event in the Incarceration process.

Pretrial Screening
3.38.01 Pretrial services notifies law enforcement that subject qualifies for release

During the Detention process, at the Pretrial Screening event, if pretrial services determines that
subject qualifies for release, Pretrial Services sends Custody List, and Pretrial Screening Report to Law
Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the Detention process.
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3.38.03 Pretrial services sends release authorization to jail

During the Detention process, at the Pretrial Screening event, if pretrial services determines that subject
qualifies for release, Pretrial Services sends Release Authorization to Jail for the Release event in the
Detention process.

3.38.05 Pretrial services notifies court that subject qualifies for release

During the Detention process, at the Pretrial Screening event, if pretrial services determines that subject
qualifies for release, Pretrial Services sends Custody List, and Pretrial Screening Report to Court for the
Court Appearance event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

3.38.07 Pretrial services notifies prosecutor that subject qualifies for release

During the Detention process, at the Pretrial Screening event, if pretrial services determines that subject
qualifies for release, Pretrial Services sends Custody List, and Pretrial Screening Report to Prosecutor for
the Update Case File event in the Detention process.

3.38.09 Pretrial services notifies victim services that subject qualifies for release

During the Detention process, at the Pretrial Screening event, if pretrial services determines that subject
qualifies for release, and if victim has been identified, Pretrial Services sends Custody List, and Pretrial
Screening Report to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Detention process.

3.38.11 Pretrial services notifies defense that subject qualifies for release

During the Detention process, at the Pretrial Screening event, if pretrial services determines that subject
qualifies for release, and if defense represents subject, Pretrial Services sends Custody List, and Pretrial
Screening Report to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Detention process.

Transport Subject to Prison
3.40.01 Jail transfers custody of subject to state prison

During the Detention process, at the Transport Subject to Prison event, if court sentences subject to prison,
Jail sends Inmate Property Inventory, Medical Release Form, and Sentencing Order to Corrections for the
Intake event in the Incarceration process.

Escape
3.42.01 Jail notifies court of escape

During the Detention process, at the Escape event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Escape Notice to
Court for the Update Case File event in the Detention process.

3.42.03 Jail notifies prosecutor of escape

During the Detention process, at the Escape event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Escape Notice to
Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Detention process.

3.42.05 Jail notifies defense of escape

During the Detention process, at the Escape event, if defense represents subject, Jail sends Escape Notice
to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Detention process.

3.42.07 Jail notifies probation of escape
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During the Detention process, at the Escape event, if subject currently is on probation, Jail sends Escape
Notice to Local Probation for the Update Case File event in the Detention process.

3.42.09 Jail notifies law enforcement of escape

During the Detention process, at the Escape event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Escape Notice to
Law Enforcement for the Arrest on Warrant event in the At Large process.

3.42.11 Jail notifies state repository of escape

During the Detention process, at the Escape event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Escape Notice to
State Repository for the Update State Warrant File event in the Detention process.

3.42.13 Jail notifies sheriff of escape

During the Detention process, at the Escape event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Escape Notice to
Service Agency for the Update Local Warrant File event in the Detention process.

3.42.15 Jail notifies victim services of escape

During the Detention process, at the Escape event, if victim has been identified, Jail sends Escape Notice
to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Detention process.

8.42.01 Corrections informs law enforcement of subject's escape

During the Incarceration process, at the Escape event, if subject escapes from state prison, Corrections
sends Escape Notice to Law Enforcement for the Arrest on Warrant event in the At Large process.

8.42.03 Corrections informs sheriff of subject's escape

During the Incarceration process, at the Escape event, if subject escapes from state prison, Corrections
sends Escape Notice to Service Agency for the Update Local Warrant File event in the Incarceration
process.

8.42.05 Corrections informs state repository of subject's escape

During the Incarceration process, at the Escape event, if subject escapes from state prison, Corrections
sends Escape Notice to State Repository for the Update State Warrant File event in the Incarceration
process.

8.42.07 Corrections informs victim services of subject's escape

During the Incarceration process, at the Escape event, if subject escapes from state prison, and if victim
has been identified, Corrections sends Escape Notice to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event
in the Incarceration process.

Capture
3.43.01 Jail notifies court of subject capture

During the Detention process, at the Capture event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Capture Notice to
Court for the Update Case File event in the Detention process.

3.43.03 Jail notifies prosecutor of subject capture

During the Detention process, at the Capture event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Capture Notice to
Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Detention process.
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3.43.05 Jail notifies defense of subject capture

During the Detention process, at the Capture event, if defense represents subject, Jail sends Capture Notice
to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Detention process.

3.43.07 Jail notifies probation of subject capture

During the Detention process, at the Capture event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Capture Notice to
Local Probation for the Update Case File event in the Detention process.

3.43.09 Jail notifies law enforcement of subject capture

During the Detention process, at the Capture event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Capture Notice to
Law Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the Detention process.

3.43.11 Jail notifies state repository of subject capture

During the Detention process, at the Capture event, if no condition specified, Jail sends Capture Notice to
State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Detention process.

3.43.13 Jail notifies victim services of subject capture

During the Detention process, at the Capture event, if victim has been identified, Jail sends Capture Notice
to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Detention process.

8.43.01 Corrections informs state repository of subject's capture

During the Incarceration process, at the Capture event, if subject is returned to state prison, Corrections
sends Capture Notice to State Repository for the Update State Warrant File event in the Incarceration
process.

8.43.03 Corrections informs sheriff of subject's capture

During the Incarceration process, at the Capture event, if subject is returned to state prison, Corrections
sends Capture Notice to Service Agency for the Update Local Warrant File event in the Incarceration
process.

8.43.05 Corrections informs law enforcement of subject's capture

During the Incarceration process, at the Capture event, if subject is returned to state prison, Corrections
sends Capture Notice to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the Incarceration process.

8.43.07 Corrections informs victim services of subject's capture

During the Incarceration process, at the Capture event, if subject is returned to state prison, Corrections
sends Capture Notice to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Incarceration process.

Release
3.44.01 Jail sends appearance bond to court as subject posted bond

During the Detention process, at the Release event, if subject posts bond, Jail sends Appearance Bond to
Court for the Court Appearance event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

3.44.03 Jail notifies victim services of subject release from detention
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During the Detention process, at the Release event, if victim has been identified, Jail sends Release Notice
to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Detention process.

3.44.05 Jail notifies local probation of subject conditional release from detention

During the Detention process, at the Release event, if court sets conditions for release, Jail sends Release
Notice to Local Probation for the Open Case event in the Pre-disposition Supervision process.

8.44.01 Corrections informs state repository that subject has completed prison term

During the Incarceration process, at the Release event, if subject completed prison term, Corrections sends
Order of Discharge to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Incarceration process.

8.44.03 Corrections informs court that subject has completed prison term

During the Incarceration process, at the Release event, if subject completed prison term, and if subject
complied with all other terms of supervision, Corrections sends Order of Discharge to Court for the Close
Case event in the Post-supervision process.

8.44.05 Corrections informs victim services that subject has completed prison term

During the Incarceration process, at the Release event, if subject completed prison term, and if victim has
been identified, Corrections sends Order of Discharge to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event
in the Incarceration process.

8.44.07 Corrections informs law enforcement that subject has completed prison term and is a sex offender

During the Incarceration process, at the Release event, if subject completed prison term, and if subject is a
sex offender, Corrections sends Notice of Sex Offender Release to Law Enforcement for the Sex Offender
Registration event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

8.44.09 Corrections informs state repository that subject is being released to parole

During the Incarceration process, at the Release event, if corrections releases subject to parole, Corrections
sends Parole Agreement to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Incarceration
process.

8.44.11 Corrections informs court that subject is being released to parole

During the Incarceration process, at the Release event, if corrections releases subject to parole, Corrections
sends Parole Agreement to Court for the Update Case File event in the Incarceration process.

8.44.13 Corrections informs prosecutor that subject is being released to parole

During the Incarceration process, at the Release event, if corrections releases subject to parole, Corrections
sends Parole Agreement to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Incarceration process.

8.44.15 Corrections informs defense that subject is being released to parole

During the Incarceration process, at the Release event, if corrections releases subject to parole, Corrections
sends Parole Agreement to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Incarceration process.

8.44.17 Corrections informs local probation that subject is being released to parole

During the Incarceration process, at the Release event, if corrections releases subject to parole, Corrections
sends Parole Agreement to Local Probation for the Update Case File event in the Incarceration process.
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8.44.19 Corrections informs state probation and parole that subject is being released to parole

During the Incarceration process, at the Release event, if corrections releases subject to parole, Corrections
sends Parole Agreement to State Probation and Parole for the Intake event in the Post-disposition
Supervision process.

8.44.21 Corrections informs law enforcement that subject is being released to parole

During the Incarceration process, at the Release event, if corrections releases subject to parole, Corrections
sends Parole Agreement to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the Incarceration process.

8.44.23 Corrections informs victim services that subject is being released to parole

During the Incarceration process, at the Release event, if corrections releases subject to parole, and if victim
has been identified, Corrections sends Parole Agreement to Victim Services for the Victim Notification
event in the Incarceration process.

Pre-disposition Court

Open Case
4.45.01 Court notifies prosecutor that law enforcement has filed citation

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Open Case event, if law enforcement files a citation, Court
sends Citation to Prosecutor for the Open Case event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.45.03 Court notifies prosecutor that filing accepted, case number assigned

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Open Case event, if prosecutor has filed charges, Court
sends Criminal Complaint to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court
process.

4.45.05 Court notifies probation that charges have been filed

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Open Case event, if prosecutor has filed charges, and
if subject currently is on probation, Court sends Criminal Complaint to Local Probation for the Status
Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

4.45.07 Court notifies parole that charges have been filed

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Open Case event, if prosecutor has filed charges, and if
subject currently is on parole, Court sends Criminal Complaint to State Probation and Parole for the Status
Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

4.45.09 Court notifies jail that charges have been filed

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Open Case event, if prosecutor has filed charges, and if
subject is in custody, Court sends Criminal Complaint to Jail for the Transport Subject to Court event in
the Detention process.

4.45.11 Court notifies defense that charges have been filed

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Open Case event, if prosecutor has filed charges, and if
defense represents subject, Court sends Criminal Complaint to Defense for the Update Case File event in
the Pre-disposition Court process.
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4.45.13 Court notifies victim services that charges have been filed

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Open Case event, if prosecutor has filed charges, and if
victim has been identified, Court sends Criminal Complaint to Victim Services for the Victim Notification
event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

Schedule Court Appearance
4.46.01 Court notifies jail that first appearance scheduled for subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules first
appearance, and if subject is in custody, Court sends Court Calendar to Jail for the Transport Subject to
Court event in the Detention process.

4.46.03 Court notifies prosecutor that first appearance scheduled for subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules first
appearance, Court sends Court Calendar to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition
Court process.

4.46.05 Court notifies defense that first appearance scheduled for subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules first
appearance, and if defense represents subject, Court sends Court Calendar to Defense for the Update Case
File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.46.07 Court notifies law enforcement that first appearance scheduled for subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules first
appearance, Court sends Court Calendar to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.46.09 Court notifies corrections that first appearance scheduled for subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules
first appearance, and if subject is incarcerated at state prison, Court sends Detainer to Corrections for the
Transport Subject to Court event in the Incarceration process.

4.46.11 Court notifies victim services that first appearance scheduled for subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules first
appearance, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Court Calendar to Victim Services for the Victim
Notification event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.46.13 Court notifies probation that first appearance scheduled for subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules first
appearance, and if subject currently is on probation, Court sends Court Calendar to Local Probation for
the Status Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

4.46.15 Court notifies parole that first appearance scheduled for subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules first
appearance, and if subject currently is on parole, Court sends Court Calendar to State Probation and Parole
for the Status Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

4.46.17 Court notifies jail that subsequent appearance scheduled for subject
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During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules
subsequent appearance, and if subject is in custody, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Jail for the
Transport Subject to Court event in the Detention process.

4.46.19 Court notifies prosecutor that subsequent appearance scheduled for subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules
subsequent appearance, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event
in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.46.21 Court notifies defense that subsequent appearance scheduled for subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules
subsequent appearance, and if defense represents subject, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense
for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.46.23 Court notifies law enforcement that subsequent appearance scheduled for subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules
subsequent appearance, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Law Enforcement for the Update Case
File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.46.25 Court notifies corrections that subsequent appearance scheduled for subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules
subsequent appearance, and if subject is incarcerated at state prison, Court sends Detainer to Corrections
for the Transport Subject to Court event in the Incarceration process.

4.46.27 Court notifies victim services that subsequent appearance scheduled for subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules
subsequent appearance, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Victim
Services for the Victim Notification event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.46.29 Court notifies probation that subsequent appearance scheduled for subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules
subsequent appearance, and if subject currently is on probation, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to
Local Probation for the Status Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

4.46.31 Court notifies parole that subsequent appearance scheduled for subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules
subsequent appearance, and if subject currently is on parole, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to State
Probation and Parole for the Status Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

4.46.33 Court notifies prosecutor that pretrial hearing scheduled

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules
pretrial hearing, Court sends Court Calendar, and Notice of Hearing to Prosecutor for the Motion Filing
event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.46.35 Court notifies defense that pretrial hearing scheduled

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules
pretrial hearing, Court sends Court Calendar, and Notice of Hearing to Defense for the Motion Filing event
in the Pre-disposition Court process.
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4.46.37 Court notifies jail that pretrial hearing scheduled

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if court schedules
pretrial hearing, and if subject is in custody, Court sends Court Calendar, and Notice of Hearing to Jail for
the Transport Subject to Court event in the Detention process.

6.46.01 Court informs jail of probation violation review (subject released)

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if subject is in custody
on a probation violation, and if court orders subject released, Court sends Court Calendar, and Release
Order to Jail for the Release event in the Detention process.

6.46.03 Court informs jail of probation violation review (subject in custody)

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if subject is in custody
on a probation violation, and if subject is to remain in custody, Court sends Court Calendar to Jail for the
Transport Subject to Court event in the Detention process.

6.46.05 Court informs prosecutor of probation violation review

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if subject is in custody
on a probation violation, Court sends Court Calendar to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the
Post-disposition Court process.

6.46.07 Court informs defense of probation violation review

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if subject is in custody
on a probation violation, Court sends Court Calendar to Defense for the Update Case File event in the
Post-disposition Court process.

6.46.09 Court informs local probation of probation violation review

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Schedule Court Appearance event, if subject is in custody
on a probation violation, Court sends Court Calendar to Local Probation for the Update Case File event
in the Post-disposition Court process.

Judicial Review of Detention
4.47.01 Court orders jail to release subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
released, Court sends Release Order to Jail for the Release event in the Detention process.

4.47.03 Court notifies prosecutor that subject to be released

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
released, Court sends Release Order to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition
Court process.

4.47.05 Court notifies victim services that subject to be released

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
released, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Release Order to Victim Services for the Victim
Notification event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.47.07 Court notifies defense that subject to be released
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During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
released, Court sends Release Order to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court
process.

4.47.09 Court notifies law enforcement that subject to be released

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
released, Court sends Release Order to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.47.11 Court notifies prosecutor that subject to be released pending formal charges

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
released pending formal charges, Court sends Release Order to Prosecutor for the Prosecution Charging
Decision event in the Investigation process.

4.47.13 Court notifies probation that subject to be conditionally released

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
released, and if court orders pretrial supervision, Court sends Release Order to Local Probation for the
Open Case event in the Pre-disposition Supervision process.

4.47.15 Court notifies jail that subject to be released on own recognizance

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
released on own recognizance, Court sends Personal Recognizance Bond, and Release Order to Jail for
the Release event in the Detention process.

4.47.17 Court notifies prosecutor that subject to be released on own recognizance

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
released on own recognizance, Court sends Personal Recognizance Bond, and Release Order to Prosecutor
for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.47.19 Court notifies defense that subject to be released on own recognizance

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
released on own recognizance, Court sends Personal Recognizance Bond, and Release Order to Defense
for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.47.21 Court notifies law enforcement that subject to be released on own recognizance

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
released on own recognizance, Court sends Personal Recognizance Bond, and Release Order to Law
Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.47.23 Court notifies victim services that subject to be released on own recognizance

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
released on own recognizance, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Personal Recognizance
Bond, and Release Order to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Pre-disposition Court
process.

4.47.25 Court notifies probation that subject to be released on own recognizance

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
released on own recognizance, and if court orders pretrial supervision, Court sends Personal Recognizance
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Bond, and Release Order to Local Probation for the Open Case event in the Pre-disposition Supervision
process.

4.47.51 Court notifies law enforcement of authorization to detain subject beyond statutory limit

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court authorizes
detention beyond the statutory limit, Court sends Authorization to Continue Detention to Law Enforcement
for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.47.53 Court notifies prosecutor of authorization to detain subject beyond statutory limit

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court authorizes
detention beyond the statutory limit, Court sends Authorization to Continue Detention to Prosecutor for
the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.47.55 Court notifies jail of authorization to detain subject beyond statutory limit

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court authorizes
detention beyond the statutory limit, Court sends Authorization to Continue Detention to Jail for the
Transport Subject to Court event in the Detention process.

4.47.57 Court notifies victim services of authorization to detain subject beyond statutory limit

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court authorizes
detention beyond the statutory limit, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Authorization to
Continue Detention to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Pre-disposition Court
process.

4.47.59 Court notifies defense of authorization to detain subject beyond statutory limit

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court authorizes
detention beyond the statutory limit, Court sends Authorization to Continue Detention to Defense for the
Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.47.61 Court notifies prosecutor that subject cannot meet conditions of release

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if subject cannot meet
conditions for release, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event
in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.47.63 Court notifies jail that subject cannot meet conditions of release

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if subject cannot meet
conditions for release, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Jail for the Transport Subject to Court
event in the Detention process.

4.47.65 Court notifies defense that subject cannot meet conditions of release

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if subject cannot meet
conditions for release, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event
in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.47.67 Court notifies victim services that subject cannot meet conditions of release

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if subject cannot meet
conditions for release, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Victim
Services for the Victim Notification event in the Pre-disposition Court process.
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4.47.69 Court notifies law enforcement that subject cannot meet conditions of release

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if subject cannot meet
conditions for release, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File
event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.47.71 Court orders pre-plea investigation

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders pre-
plea investigation, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Local Probation for the Prepare Report event
in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.47.73 Court notifies prosecutor that subject to be held without bail

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
held without bail, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in
the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.47.75 Court notifies jail that subject to be held without bail

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
held without bail, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Jail for the Transport Subject to Court event
in the Detention process.

4.47.77 Court notifies defense that subject to be held without bail

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
held without bail, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event in the
Pre-disposition Court process.

4.47.79 Court notifies victim services that subject to be held without bail

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
held without bail, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Victim
Services for the Victim Notification event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.47.81 Court notifies law enforcement that subject to be held without bail

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Judicial Review of Detention event, if court orders subject
held without bail, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File
event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

Court Appearance
4.48.01 Court notifies defense of appointment to case

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court appoints defense counsel,
Court sends Notice of Appointment, and Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Open Case event in
the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.03 Court notifies prosecutor of defense appointment to case

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court appoints defense counsel,
Court sends Notice of Appointment, and Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File
event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.11 Court sends bench warrant to law enforcement
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During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject fails to appear, and
if court finds non-appearance unjustified, Court sends Bench Warrant to Law Enforcement for the Arrest
on Warrant event in the At Large process.

4.48.12 Court sends bench warrant to sheriff

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject fails to appear, and
if court finds non-appearance unjustified, Court sends Bench Warrant to Service Agency for the Update
Local Warrant File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.13 Court sends bench warrant to state repository

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject fails to appear, and if
court finds non-appearance unjustified, Court sends Bench Warrant, and Summary of Proceedings to State
Repository for the Update State Warrant File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.14 Court sends bench warrant to prosecutor

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject fails to appear, and
if court finds non-appearance unjustified, Court sends Bench Warrant, and Summary of Proceedings to
Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.15 Court sends bench warrant to defense

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject fails to appear, if
court finds non-appearance unjustified, and if defense represents subject, Court sends Bench Warrant, and
Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.16 Court sends bench warrant to victim services

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject fails to appear, if
court finds non-appearance unjustified, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Bench Warrant, and
Summary of Proceedings to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Pre-disposition Court
process.

4.48.17 Court notifies prosecutor that non-apearance of subject justified

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject fails to appear, and if
court finds non-appearance justified, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update
Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.18 Court notifies defense that non-appearance of subject justified

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject fails to appear, if court
finds non-appearance justified, and if defense represents subject, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to
Defense for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.19 Court sends failure to appear notice to motor vehicle

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject fails to appear, if court
finds non-appearance unjustified, and if charge is reportable to motor vehicles, Court sends Failure to
Appear Notice to Motor Vehicles for the Update Records event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.21 Court provides prosecutor copy of summary of proceedings after granting motion for continuance

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court grants motion for a
continuance, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the
Pre-disposition Court process.
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4.48.23 Court provides defense copy of summary of proceedings after granting motion for continuance

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court grants motion for a
continuance, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.48.25 Court provides jail copy of summary of proceedings after granting motion for continuance

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court grants motion for a
continuance, and if subject is in custody, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Jail for the Transport
Subject to Court event in the Detention process.

4.48.27 Court provides victim services copy of summary of proceedings after granting motion for
continuance

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court grants motion for a
continuance, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Victim Services
for the Victim Notification event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.31 Court orders pre-sentence investigation

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject enters a guilty plea, and
if court orders pre-sentence investigation, Court sends Presentence Investigation Order to Local Probation
for the Prepare Report event in the Post-disposition Court process.

4.48.32 Court provides copy of pre-sentence investigation order to prosecutor

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject enters a guilty plea,
and if court orders pre-sentence investigation, Court sends Presentence Investigation Order to Prosecutor
for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.33 Court provides copy of pre-sentence investigation order to defense

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject enters a guilty plea,
and if court orders pre-sentence investigation, Court sends Presentence Investigation Order to Defense for
the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.34 Court provides copy of pre-sentence investigation order to law enforcement

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject enters a guilty
plea, and if court orders pre-sentence investigation, Court sends Presentence Investigation Order to Law
Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.35 Court provides copy of pre-sentence investigation order to victim services

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject enters a guilty plea,
if court orders pre-sentence investigation, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Presentence
Investigation Order to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Post-disposition Court
process.

4.48.36 Court provides copy of pre-sentence investigation order to jail

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject enters a guilty plea, if
court orders pre-sentence investigation, and if subject is in custody, Court sends Presentence Investigation
Order to Jail for the Transport Subject to Court event in the Detention process.

4.48.41 Court provides copy of summary of proceedings for not guilty plea to prosecutor
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During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject enters a not guilty plea,
Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition
Court process.

4.48.43 Court provides copy of summary of proceedings for not guilty plea to defense

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject enters a not guilty plea,
Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition
Court process.

4.48.45 Court provides copy of summary of proceedings for not guilty plea to victim services

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject enters a not guilty plea,
and if victim has been identified, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Victim Services for the Victim
Notification event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.47 Court provides copy of summary of proceedings for not guilty plea to jail

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject enters a not guilty
plea, and if subject is in custody, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Jail for the Transport Subject
to Court event in the Detention process.

4.48.51 Court sends disposition report form to state repository after dismissing charges

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court dismisses charges, Court
sends Disposition Reporting Form to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.48.52 Court notifies law enforcement that charges dismissed

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court dismisses charges, Court
sends Order for Dismissal to Law Enforcement for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

4.48.53 Court notifies prosecutor that charges dismissed

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court dismisses charges, Court
sends Order for Dismissal to Prosecutor for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

4.48.54 Court notifies defense that charges dismissed

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court dismisses charges, Court
sends Order for Dismissal to Defense for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

4.48.55 Court notifies jail that charges dismissed

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court dismisses charges, and
if subject is in custody, Court sends Release Order to Jail for the Release event in the Detention process.

4.48.56 Court notifies victim services that charges dismissed

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court dismisses charges, and if
victim has been identified, Court sends Order for Dismissal to Victim Services for the Victim Notification
event in the Post-disposition Court process.

4.48.57 Court sends abstract of judgment to motor vehicles following dismissal of charges

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court dismisses charges, and if
charge is reportable to motor vehicles, Court sends Motor Vehicle Abstract of Judgment to Motor Vehicles
for the Update Records event in the Pre-disposition Court process.
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4.48.58 Court notifies probation that charges dismissed

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court dismisses charges, and
if subject currently is on probation, Court sends Order for Dismissal to Local Probation for the Update
Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.59 Court notifies probation and parole that charges dismissed

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court dismisses charges, and
if subject currently is on parole, Court sends Order for Dismissal to State Probation and Parole for the
Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.60 Court notifies corrections that charges dismissed

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court dismisses charges, and
if subject is incarcerated at state prison, Court sends Order for Dismissal to Corrections for the Update
Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.61 Court notifies jail that subject ordered to be booked

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject has not been booked,
and if court requires subject to be booked, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Jail for the Booking
event in the Detention process.

4.48.63 Court notifies prosecutor that subject ordered to be booked

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject has not been booked,
and if court requires subject to be booked, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the
Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.65 Court notifies defense that subject ordered to be booked

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject has not been booked,
and if court requires subject to be booked, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update
Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.71 Court notifies jail that subject remanded to custody

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject is not in custody, and if
court remands subject into custody, Court sends Remand Order to Jail for the Intake event in the Detention
process.

4.48.73 Court notifies law enforcement that subject remanded to custody

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject is not in custody, and
if court remands subject into custody, Court sends Remand Order to Law Enforcement for the Transport
Subject to Jail event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.75 Court notifies prosecutor that subject remanded to custody

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject is not in custody, and
if court remands subject into custody, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update
Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.77 Court notifies defense that subject remanded to custody

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if subject is not in custody, and
if court remands subject into custody, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update
Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.
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4.48.81 Court informs law enforcement of diversion referral

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court diverts subject, Court
sends Diversion Order to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court
process.

4.48.83 Court informs state repository of diversion referral

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court diverts subject, Court
sends Diversion Order to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Pre-disposition
Court process.

4.48.85 Court informs prosecutor of diversion referral

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court diverts subject, Court
sends Diversion Order to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.87 Court informs defense of diversion referral

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court diverts subject, Court
sends Diversion Order to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.88 Court informs victim services of diversion referral

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court diverts subject, and if
victim has been identified, Court sends Diversion Order to Victim Services for the Victim Notification
event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.89 Court informs diversion provider of diversion referral

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court diverts subject, Court
sends Diversion Order to Diversion Provider for the Status Review event in the Pre-disposition Supervision
process.

4.48.91 Court informs prosecutor of amended charges

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court amends charge, and if
charge is a misdemeanor, Court sends Amended Complaint to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event
in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.92 Court informs defense of amended charges

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court amends charge, and if
charge is a misdemeanor, Court sends Amended Complaint to Defense for the Update Case File event in
the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.93 Court informs law enforcement of amended charges

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court amends charge, and if
charge is a misdemeanor, Court sends Amended Complaint to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File
event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.48.94 Court informs victim services of amended charges

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court amends charge, if charge
is a misdemeanor, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Amended Complaint to Victim Services
for the Victim Notification event in the Pre-disposition Court process.
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4.48.95 Court informs jail of amended charges

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Court Appearance event, if court amends charge, if charge
is a misdemeanor, and if subject is in custody, Court sends Amended Complaint to Jail for the Transport
Subject to Court event in the Detention process.

Entry of Plea
4.50.01 Prosecutor notifies court of plea agreement

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Entry of Plea event, if parties negotiated plea agreement,
Prosecutor sends Plea Agreement to Court for the Court Appearance event in the Pre-disposition Court
process.

4.50.03 Defense notifies court of plea agreement

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Entry of Plea event, if parties negotiated plea agreement,
Defense sends Waiver of Jury Trial to Court for the Court Appearance event in the Pre-disposition Court
process.

Transport Subject to Jail
4.52.01 Law enforcement provides remand order to jail when court remands subject

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Transport Subject to Jail event, if subject comes to court
out of custody, and if court remands subject into custody, Law Enforcement sends Remand Order to Jail
for the Intake event in the Detention process.

Diversion Referral
4.53.01 Prosecutor informs defense of diversion referral

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Diversion Referral event, if prosecutor diverts subject
after filing charges, Prosecutor sends Diversion Agreement to Defense for the Update Case File event in
the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.53.03 Prosecutor informs court of diversion referral

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Diversion Referral event, if prosecutor diverts subject
after filing charges, Prosecutor sends Diversion Agreement to Court for the Review Hearing event in the
Pre-disposition Court process.

Amendment of Charges
4.54.01 Prosecutor informs court of amendment of charges

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Amendment of Charges event, if prosecutor amends
charge, and if charge is a misdemeanor, Prosecutor sends Amended Complaint to Court for the Court
Appearance event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.54.03 Prosecutor informs defense of amendment of charges

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Amendment of Charges event, if prosecutor amends
charge, and if charge is a misdemeanor, Prosecutor sends Amended Complaint to Defense for the Update
Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.
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4.54.05 Prosecutor files information after preliminary hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Amendment of Charges event, if prosecutor amends
charge, and if court binds case over, Prosecutor sends Bill of Information to Court for the Court Appearance
event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.54.07 Prosecutor copies defense on information filing after preliminary hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Amendment of Charges event, if prosecutor amends
charge, and if court binds case over, Prosecutor sends Bill of Information to Defense for the Update Case
File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

Prepare Report
4.55.01 Probation sends pre-plea investigation report to court

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Prepare Report event, if probation completes the pre-
plea investigation, Local Probation sends Pre-plea Investigation Report to Court for the Court Appearance
event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.55.03 Probation sends pre-plea investigation report to prosecutor

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Prepare Report event, if probation completes the pre-plea
investigation, Local Probation sends Pre-plea Investigation Report to Prosecutor for the Update Case File
event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.55.05 Probation sends pre-plea investigation report to defense

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Prepare Report event, if probation completes the pre-plea
investigation, Local Probation sends Pre-plea Investigation Report to Defense for the Update Case File
event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

6.55.01 Probation sends PSIR to court

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Prepare Report event, if probation completes the pre-
sentence investigation, Local Probation sends Presentence Investigation Report to Court for the Sentence
Hearing event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.55.03 Probation sends PSIR to prosecutor

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Prepare Report event, if probation completes the pre-
sentence investigation, Local Probation sends Presentence Investigation Report to Prosecutor for the
Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.55.05 Probation sends PSIR to defense

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Prepare Report event, if probation completes the pre-
sentence investigation, Local Probation sends Presentence Investigation Report to Defense for the Update
Case File event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.55.07 Probation sends PSIR to jail

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Prepare Report event, if probation completes the pre-
sentence investigation, and if subject is in custody, Local Probation sends Presentence Investigation Report
to Jail for the Transport Subject to Court event in the Detention process.
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Protection Order Request
4.56.01 Prosecutor requests that court issue a protection order

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Protection Order Request event, if court has opened a
case, and if prosecutor requests a protection order as part of a criminal case, Prosecutor sends Application
for Protection Order to Court for the Protection Order Review event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

Protection Order Review
4.57.01 Court informs state repository of issuance of protection order

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Protection Order Review event, if court issues a protection
order, Court sends Protection Order to State Repository for the Update Records event in the Pre-disposition
Court process.

4.57.03 Court informs prosecutor of issuance of protection order

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Protection Order Review event, if court issues a protection
order, Court sends Protection Order to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition
Court process.

4.57.05 Court informs law enforcement of issuance of protection order

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Protection Order Review event, if court issues a protection
order, Court sends Protection Order to Law Enforcement for the Update Records event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.57.07 Court informs law enforcement of out-of-state protection order

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Protection Order Review event, if subject has a valid
protection order from outside state jurisdiction, and if court approves protection order, Court sends
Protection Order to Law Enforcement for the Update Records event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.57.09 Court informs law enforcement of issuance of protection order and subject is not in court

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Protection Order Review event, if court issues a protection
order, and if subject is not present in court, Court sends Protection Order, and Summons to Law
Enforcement for the Summons Service event in the At Large process.

Protection Order Vacated
4.58.01 Court informs state repository that protection order has been vacated

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Protection Order Vacated event, if no condition specified,
Court sends Termination of Protection Order to State Repository for the Update Records event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.58.03 Court informs law enforcement that protection order has been vacated

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Protection Order Vacated event, if no condition specified,
Court sends Termination of Protection Order to Law Enforcement for the Update Records event in the
Pre-disposition Court process.

4.58.05 Court informs prosecutor that protection order has been vacated
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During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Protection Order Vacated event, if no condition specified,
Court sends Termination of Protection Order to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

Motion Filing
4.60.01 Defense files pre-trial motion with the court

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if defense seeks a court ruling on
substantive issue of law or fact, Defense sends Notice of Motion, and Pretrial Motion to Court for the
Evidentiary Hearing event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.60.03 Defense informs prosecutor of filing of pre-trial motion

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if defense seeks a court ruling on
substantive issue of law or fact, Defense sends Notice of Motion, and Pretrial Motion to Prosecutor for the
Response Filing event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.60.05 Prosecutor files pre-trial motion with the court

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if prosecutor seeks a court ruling on
a substantive issue of law or fact, Prosecutor sends Notice of Motion, and Pretrial Motion to Court for the
Evidentiary Hearing event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.60.07 Prosecutor informs defense of filing of pre-trial motion

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if prosecutor seeks a court ruling on
a substantive issue of law or fact, Prosecutor sends Notice of Motion, and Pretrial Motion to Defense for
the Response Filing event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.60.09 Defense files discovery motion with court

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if defense seeks discovery from
prosecutor, Defense sends Motion for Discovery, and Notice of Motion to Court for the Update Case File
event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.60.11 Defense informs prosecutor of filing of discovery motion

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if defense seeks discovery from
prosecutor, Defense sends Motion for Discovery, and Notice of Motion to Prosecutor for the Discovery
Preparation event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.60.13 Prosecutor informs jail of filing of pretrial motion

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if prosecutor seeks a court ruling on
a substantive issue of law or fact, and if subject is in custody, Prosecutor sends Notice of Motion to Jail
for the Transport Subject to Court event in the Detention process.

4.60.15 Defense informs jail of filing of pretrial motion

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if defense seeks a court ruling on
substantive issue of law or fact, and if subject is in custody, Defense sends Notice of Motion to Jail for
the Transport Subject to Court event in the Detention process.

4.60.17 Prosecutor files motion to revoke diversion with court
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During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if subject fails diversion, Prosecutor
sends Motion to Revoke Diversion, and Notice of Motion to Court for the Evidentiary Hearing event in
the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.60.19 Prosecutor informs defense of motion to revoke diversion

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if subject fails diversion, Prosecutor
sends Motion to Revoke Diversion, and Notice of Motion to Defense for the Response Filing event in the
Pre-disposition Court process.

4.60.21 Prosecutor informs diversion provider of motion to revoke diversion

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if subject fails diversion, Prosecutor
sends Motion to Revoke Diversion, and Notice of Motion to Diversion Provider for the Update Case File
event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

6.60.01 Defense provides new trial motion to prosecutor

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if defense requests a new trial,
Defense sends Motion for New Trial, and Notice of Motion to Prosecutor for the Response Filing event
in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.60.03 Defense provides new trial motion to court

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if defense requests a new trial,
Defense sends Motion for New Trial, and Notice of Motion to Court for the Evidentiary Hearing event
in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.60.05 Prosecutor provides motion to amend sentence to court

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if prosecutor requests a hearing to
consider sentence modification, Prosecutor sends Motion to Amend Sentence, and Notice of Motion to
Court for the Evidentiary Hearing event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.60.07 Prosecutor provides motion to amend sentence to defense

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if prosecutor requests a hearing to
consider sentence modification, Prosecutor sends Motion to Amend Sentence, and Notice of Motion to
Defense for the Response Filing event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.60.09 Defense provides motion to amend sentence to court

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if defense requests a hearing to
consider sentence modification, Defense sends Motion to Amend Sentence, and Notice of Motion to Court
for the Evidentiary Hearing event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.60.11 Defense provides motion to amend sentence to prosecutor

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if defense requests a hearing to
consider sentence modification, Defense sends Motion to Amend Sentence, and Notice of Motion to
Prosecutor for the Response Filing event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.60.13 Defense provides motion for post-conviction relief to court

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if defense seeks post-conviction
relief, Defense sends Motion for Post-conviction Relief, and Notice of Motion to Court for the Evidentiary
Hearing event in the Post-disposition Court process.
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6.60.15 Defense provides motion for post-conviction relief to prosecutor

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if defense seeks post-conviction
relief, Defense sends Motion for Post-conviction Relief, and Notice of Motion to Prosecutor for the
Response Filing event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.60.17 Defense provides motion for expungement to prosecutor

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if defense seeks expungement of
subject records, Defense sends Motion for Expungement, and Notice of Motion to Prosecutor for the
Response Filing event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.60.19 Defense provides motion for expungement to court

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if defense seeks expungement of
subject records, Defense sends Motion for Expungement, and Notice of Motion to Court for the Evidentiary
Hearing event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.60.21 Defense provides motion for early release to court

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if defense believes subject meets
criteria for early release, Defense sends Motion for Early Release, and Notice of Motion to Court for the
Evidentiary Hearing event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.60.23 Defense provides motion for early release to prosecutor

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Motion Filing event, if defense believes subject meets
criteria for early release, Defense sends Motion for Early Release, and Notice of Motion to Prosecutor for
the Response Filing event in the Post-disposition Court process.

Response Filing
4.61.01 Prosecutor informs defense of response filing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Response Filing event, if defense filed a pretrial motion,
Prosecutor sends Response to Filed Motion to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition
Court process.

4.61.03 Prosecutor files response with court

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Response Filing event, if defense filed a pretrial motion,
Prosecutor sends Response to Filed Motion to Court for the Evidentiary Hearing event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.61.05 Defense informs prosecutor of response filed with court

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Response Filing event, if prosecutor has filed a pretrial
motion, Defense sends Response to Filed Motion to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.61.07 Defense files response with court

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Response Filing event, if prosecutor has filed a pretrial
motion, Defense sends Response to Filed Motion to Court for the Evidentiary Hearing event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.
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Subpoena Request
4.62.01 Prosecutor asks court to issue subpoena

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Subpoena Request event, if prosecutor determines that
witness testimony is required, Prosecutor sends Subpoena to Court for the Subpoena Issuance event in the
Pre-disposition Court process.

4.62.03 Defense asks court to issue subpoena

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Subpoena Request event, if defense determines that
witness testimony required, Defense sends Subpoena to Court for the Subpoena Issuance event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

Subpoena Issuance
4.63.01 Court informs sheriff of subpoena

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Subpoena Issuance event, if no condition specified, Court
sends Subpoena to Service Agency for the Subpoena Service event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.63.03 Prosecutor sends subpoena duces tecum to coroner

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Subpoena Issuance event, if prosecutor wants evidence
brought to court, and if prosecutor determines that a subpoena is necessary to acquire evidence, Prosecutor
sends Subpoena Duces Tecum to Coroner for the Prepare Evidence event in the Pre-disposition Court
process.

4.63.05 Prosecutor sends subpoena duces tecum to crime lab

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Subpoena Issuance event, if prosecutor wants evidence
brought to court, and if prosecutor determines that a subpoena is necessary to acquire evidence, Prosecutor
sends Subpoena Duces Tecum to Crime Lab for the Prepare Evidence event in the Pre-disposition Court
process.

4.63.07 Prosecutor sends law enforcement subpoena to appear at hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Subpoena Issuance event, if prosecutor determines that
law enforcement testimony is required, Prosecutor sends Subpoena to Law Enforcement for the Update
Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

Subpoena Service
4.64.01 Sheriff informs court of subpoena service

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Subpoena Service event, if sheriff serves a subpoena,
Service Agency sends Return of Service, and Subpoena to Court for the Court Appearance event in the
Pre-disposition Court process.

4.64.03 Sheriff informs prosecutor of subpoena service

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Subpoena Service event, if sheriff serves a subpoena, and
if prosecutor requested a subpoena, Service Agency sends Return of Service, and Subpoena to Prosecutor
for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.
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4.64.05 Sheriff informs defense of subpoena service

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Subpoena Service event, if sheriff serves a subpoena, and
if defense requested a subpoena, Service Agency sends Return of Service, and Subpoena to Defense for
the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

Preliminary Hearing
4.66.01 Court informs prosecutor of probable cause finding at preliminary hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Preliminary Hearing event, if court finds probable cause
to proceed, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Amendment of Charges event in
the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.66.03 Court informs defense of probable cause finding at preliminary hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Preliminary Hearing event, if court finds probable cause
to proceed, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.66.05 Court informs jail of probable cause finding at preliminary hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Preliminary Hearing event, if court finds probable cause
to proceed, and if subject is in custody, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Jail for the Transport
Subject to Court event in the Detention process.

4.66.07 Court of limited jurisdiction binds case over to court of general jurisdiction

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Preliminary Hearing event, if court finds probable cause
to proceed, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Court for the Court Appearance event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.66.51 Court informs jail of lack of probable cause finding at preliminary hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Preliminary Hearing event, if court does not find probable
cause to proceed, and if subject is in custody, Court sends Release Order to Jail for the Release event in
the Detention process.

4.66.53 Court informs prosecutor of lack of probable cause finding at preliminary hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Preliminary Hearing event, if court does not find probable
cause to proceed, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in
the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.66.55 Court informs defense of lack of probable cause finding at preliminary hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Preliminary Hearing event, if court does not find probable
cause to proceed, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event in the
Pre-disposition Court process.

4.66.57 Court informs state repository of lack of probable cause finding at preliminary hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Preliminary Hearing event, if court does not find probable
cause to proceed, Court sends Disposition Reporting Form to State Repository for the Update Criminal
History event in the Pre-disposition Court process.
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Evidentiary Hearing
4.68.01 Court informs prosecutor of ruling on motion

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court rules on motion, Court
sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court
process.

4.68.03 Court informs defense of ruling on motion

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court rules on motion, Court
sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court
process.

6.68.01 Court informs prosecutor of decision to grant new trial

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court grants a new trial,
Court sends Court Opinion, and Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event
in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.68.03 Court informs defense of decision to grant new trial

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court grants a new trial,
Court sends Court Opinion, and Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event in
the Post-disposition Court process.

6.68.05 Court informs prosecutor of decision to not grant new trial

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court does not grant new
trial, Court sends Court Opinion, and Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File
event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.68.07 Court informs defense of decision to not grant new trial

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court does not grant new
trial, Court sends Court Opinion, and Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event
in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.68.09 Court informs state repository of decision to grant post-conviction relief

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court grants post-conviction
relief, Court sends Disposition Reporting Form to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event
in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.68.11 Court informs prosecutor of decision to grant post-conviction relief

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court grants post-conviction
relief, Court sends Court Opinion, and Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File
event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.68.13 Court informs defense of decision to grant post-conviction relief

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court grants post-conviction
relief, Court sends Court Opinion, and Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event
in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.68.15 Court informs corrections of decision to grant post-conviction relief
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During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court grants post-conviction
relief, if court previously sentenced subject to prison, and if court orders subject released, Court sends
Release Order to Corrections for the Release event in the Incarceration process.

6.68.17 Court informs jail of decision to grant post-conviction relief

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court grants post-conviction
relief, if court previously sentenced subject to jail, and if court orders subject released, Court sends Release
Order to Jail for the Release event in the Incarceration process.

6.68.19 Court informs prosecutor of decision to deny post-conviction relief

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court denies post-conviction
relief, Court sends Court Opinion, and Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File
event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.68.21 Court informs defense of decision to deny post-conviction relief

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court denies post-conviction
relief, Court sends Court Opinion, and Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event
in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.68.23 Court informs corrections of decision to deny post-conviction relief

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court denies post-conviction
relief, and if court previously sentenced subject to prison, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to
Corrections for the Update Case File event in the Incarceration process.

6.68.25 Court informs jail of decision to deny post-conviction relief

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court denies post-conviction
relief, and if court previously sentenced subject to jail, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Jail for
the Update Case File event in the Incarceration process.

6.68.27 Court informs law enforcement of expungement order

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court orders expungement
of subject records, Court sends Expungement Order to Law Enforcement for the Expungement event in
the Post-supervision process.

6.68.29 Court informs prosecutor of expungement order

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court orders expungement
of subject records, Court sends Expungement Order to Prosecutor for the Expungement event in the Post-
supervision process.

6.68.31 Court informs defense of expungement order

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court orders expungement
of subject records, Court sends Expungement Order to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Post-
disposition Court process.

6.68.33 Court informs state repository of expungement order

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court orders expungement
of subject records, Court sends Expungement Order to State Repository for the Update Criminal History
event in the Post-disposition Court process.
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6.68.35 Court informs local probation of expungement order

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court orders expungement
of subject records, and if subject successfully completes probation, Court sends Expungement Order to
Local Probation for the Expungement event in the Post-supervision process.

6.68.37 Court informs corrections of expungement order

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court orders expungement
of subject records, and if court previously sentenced subject to prison, Court sends Expungement Order to
Corrections for the Expungement event in the Post-supervision process.

6.68.39 Court informs jail of expungement order

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Evidentiary Hearing event, if court orders expungement
of subject records, and if court previously sentenced subject to jail, Court sends Expungement Order to
Jail for the Expungement event in the Post-supervision process.

Trial Commencement
4.70.01 Defense informs court of subject's waiver of jury trial

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Commencement event, if subject waives right to
a jury trial, Defense sends Waiver of Jury Trial to Court for the Trial Commencement event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.70.03 Defense informs prosecutor of subject's waiver of jury trial

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Commencement event, if subject waives right to
a jury trial, Defense sends Waiver of Jury Trial to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.70.05 Court provides prosecutor with list of qualified jurors

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Commencement event, if no condition specified,
Court sends List of Qualified Jurors to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition
Court process.

4.70.07 Court provides defense with list of qualified jurors

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Commencement event, if no condition specified,
Court sends List of Qualified Jurors to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court
process.

Trial Disposition
4.71.01 Court informs state repository of jury guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Disposition event, if jury finds subject guilty of one
or more charges, and if charge is reportable to the state repository, Court sends Disposition Reporting
Form to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.71.03 Court informs prosecutor of jury guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Disposition event, if jury finds subject guilty of one
or more charges, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in
the Pre-disposition Court process.
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4.71.05 Court informs defense of jury guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Disposition event, if jury finds subject guilty of one
or more charges, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event in the
Pre-disposition Court process.

4.71.07 Court informs jail of jury guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Disposition event, if jury finds subject guilty of one
or more charges, and if subject is in custody, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Jail for the Transport
Subject to Court event in the Detention process.

4.71.09 Court informs victim services of jury guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Disposition event, if jury finds subject guilty of
one or more charges, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Victim
Services for the Victim Notification event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.71.11 Court informs law enforcement of jury guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Disposition event, if jury finds subject guilty of one
or more charges, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File event
in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.71.13 Court informs local probation of jury guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Disposition event, if jury finds subject guilty of one
or more charges, and if court orders pre-sentence investigation, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to
Local Probation for the Prepare Report event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.71.15 Court informs motor vehicles of jury guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Disposition event, if jury finds subject guilty of one
or more charges, and if charge is reportable to motor vehicles, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to
Motor Vehicles for the Update Records event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.71.17 Court informs law enforcement of jury not guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Disposition event, if jury finds subject not guilty on
all charges, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Law Enforcement for the Close Case event in the
Post-supervision process.

4.71.19 Court informs state repository of jury not guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Disposition event, if jury finds subject not guilty on
all charges, and if charge is reportable to the state repository, Court sends Disposition Reporting Form to
State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.71.21 Court informs prosecutor of jury not guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Disposition event, if jury finds subject not guilty
on all charges, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Close Case event in the Post-
supervision process.

4.71.23 Court informs jail of jury not guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Disposition event, if jury finds subject not guilty
on all charges, and if subject is in custody, Court sends Release Order to Jail for the Release event in the
Detention process.
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4.71.25 Court informs victim services of jury not guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Disposition event, if jury finds subject not guilty on
all charges, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Victim Services for
the Victim Notification event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.71.27 Court informs defense of jury not guilty verdict

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Disposition event, if jury finds subject not guilty on
all charges, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

4.71.29 Court informs jail of jury guilty verdict and remand into custody

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Trial Disposition event, if jury finds subject guilty of one
or more charges, if subject comes to court out of custody, and if court remands subject into custody, Court
sends Remand Order to Jail for the Intake event in the Detention process.

Review Hearing
4.78.01 Court informs law enforcement of bench warrant issued at review hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates conditions of
supervision, and if subject is not present in court, Court sends Bench Warrant to Law Enforcement for the
Arrest on Warrant event in the At Large process.

4.78.03 Court informs sheriff of bench warrant issued at review hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates conditions of
supervision, and if subject is not present in court, Court sends Bench Warrant to Service Agency for the
Update Local Warrant File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.78.05 Court informs state repository of bench warrant issued at review hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates conditions of
supervision, and if subject is not present in court, Court sends Bench Warrant to State Repository for the
Update State Warrant File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.78.07 Court informs local probation of bench warrant issued at review hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates conditions of
supervision, and if subject is not present in court, Court sends Bench Warrant to Local Probation for the
Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.78.09 Court informs prosecutor of bench warrant issued at review hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates conditions of
supervision, and if subject is not present in court, Court sends Bench Warrant to Prosecutor for the Update
Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.78.11 Court informs defense of bench warrant issued at review hearing

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates conditions of
supervision, and if subject is not present in court, Court sends Bench Warrant to Defense for the Update
Case File event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.78.13 Court informs victim services of bench warrant issued at review hearing
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During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates conditions of
supervision, if subject is not present in court, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Bench Warrant
to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.78.15 Court informs prosecutor of subject's successful completion of diversion

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject successfully completes
diversion, Court sends Order for Dismissal to Prosecutor for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision
process.

4.78.17 Court informs defense of subject's successful completion of diversion

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject successfully completes
diversion, Court sends Order for Dismissal to Defense for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision
process.

4.78.19 Court informs diversion provider of subject's successful completion of diversion

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject successfully completes
diversion, Court sends Order for Dismissal to Diversion Provider for the Close Case event in the Post-
supervision process.

4.78.21 Court informs state repository of subject's successful completion of diversion

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject successfully completes
diversion, and if charge is reportable to the state repository, Court sends Order for Dismissal to State
Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

4.78.23 Court informs victim services of subject's successful completion of diversion

During the Pre-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject successfully completes
diversion, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Order for Dismissal to Victim Services for the
Victim Notification event in the Pre-disposition Court process.

6.78.00 Court sends bench warrant for FTA to law enforcement

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to appear, and if
court finds non-appearance unjustified, Court sends Bench Warrant to Law Enforcement for the Arrest on
Warrant event in the At Large process.

6.78.01 Court sends bench warrant for FTA to sheriff

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to appear, and
if court finds non-appearance unjustified, Court sends Bench Warrant to Service Agency for the Update
Local Warrant File event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.02 Court sends bench warrant for FTA to state repository

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to appear, and if
court finds non-appearance unjustified, Court sends Bench Warrant to State Repository for the Update
State Warrant File event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.03 Court sends bench warrant for FTA to local probation

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to appear, and
if court finds non-appearance unjustified, Court sends Bench Warrant, and Summary of Proceedings to
Local Probation for the Status Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.
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6.78.04 Court sends bench warrant for FTA to prosecutor

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to appear, and
if court finds non-appearance unjustified, Court sends Bench Warrant, and Summary of Proceedings to
Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.05 Court sends bench warrant for FTA to defense

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to appear, and
if court finds non-appearance unjustified, Court sends Bench Warrant, and Summary of Proceedings to
Defense for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.06 Court sends bench warrant for FTA to victim services

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to appear, if
court finds non-appearance unjustified, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Bench Warrant,
and Summary of Proceedings to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Post-disposition
Court process.

6.78.07 Court does not issue warrant based on FTA and informs probation

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to appear, and
if court finds non-appearance justified, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Local Probation for the
Status Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

6.78.08 Court does not issue warrant based on FTA and informs prosecutor

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to appear, and if
court finds non-appearance justified, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update
Case File event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.09 Court does not issue warrant based on FTA and informs defense

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to appear, and
if court finds non-appearance justified, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update
Case File event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.10 Court sends bench warrant for FTA to motor vehicles

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to appear, if court
finds non-appearance unjustified, and if charge is reportable to motor vehicles, Court sends Failure to
Appear Notice to Motor Vehicles for the Update Records event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.11 Court informs local probation of continuance

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court grants motion for a
continuance, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Local Probation for the Update Case File event in
the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.12 Court informs prosecutor of continuance

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court grants motion for a
continuance, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the
Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.13 Court informs defense of continuance
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During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court grants motion for a
continuance, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Post-
disposition Court process.

6.78.14 Court informs jail of continuance

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court grants motion for a
continuance, and if subject is in custody, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Jail for the Transport
Subject to Court event in the Detention process.

6.78.15 Court informs victim services of continuance

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court grants motion for a
continuance, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Victim Services
for the Victim Notification event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.16 Court informs prosecutor that subject status remains unchanged

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court determines that subject
action does not require sentence modification, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the
Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.17 Court informs defense that subject status remains unchanged

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court determines that subject
action does not require sentence modification, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the
Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.18 Court informs local probation that subject status remains unchanged

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court determines that subject
action does not require sentence modification, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Local Probation
for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.19 Court informs local probation that subject probation is successfully terminated

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject successfully completes
probation, Court sends Order Terminating Probation to Local Probation for the Close Case event in the
Post-supervision process.

6.78.20 Court informs prosecutor that subject probation is successfully terminated

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject successfully completes
probation, Court sends Order Terminating Probation to Prosecutor for the Close Case event in the Post-
supervision process.

6.78.21 Court informs defense that subject probation is successfully terminated

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject successfully completes
probation, Court sends Order Terminating Probation to Defense for the Close Case event in the Post-
supervision process.

6.78.22 Court informs state repository that subject probation is successfully terminated

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject successfully completes
probation, Court sends Order Terminating Probation to State Repository for the Update Criminal History
event in the Post-disposition Court process.
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6.78.23 Court informs victim services that subject probation is successfully terminated

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject successfully completes
probation, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Order Terminating Probation to Victim Services
for the Victim Notification event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.24 Court informs prosecutor that subject has satisfied all payment obligations

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject makes court-ordered
payments, and if court closes case, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Close Case
event in the Post-supervision process.

6.78.25 Court informs defense that subject has satisfied all payment obligations

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject makes court-ordered
payments, and if court closes case, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Close Case
event in the Post-supervision process.

6.78.26 Court informs state repository that subject has satisfied all payment obligations

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject makes court-ordered
payments, and if court closes case, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to State Repository for the Update
Criminal History event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.27 Court informs victim services that subject has satisfied all payment obligations

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject makes court-ordered
payments, if court closes case, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to
State Repository for the Victim Notification event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.28 Court informs collecting agency that subject has satisfied all payment obligations

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject makes court-ordered
payments, and if court closes case, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Collecting Agency for the
Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

6.78.29 Court informs motor vehicles that subject has satisfied all payment obligations

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject makes court-ordered
payments, if court closes case, and if charge is reportable to motor vehicles, Court sends Motor Vehicle
Abstract of Judgment to Motor Vehicles for the Update Records event in the Post-disposition Court
process.

6.78.30 Court informs state repository that subject's prison sentence is discharged

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court discharges state prison
sentence, Court sends Sentencing Order to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the
Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.31 Court informs corrections that subject's prison sentence is discharged

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court discharges state prison
sentence, Court sends Sentencing Order to Corrections for the Release event in the Incarceration process.

6.78.32 Court informs prosecutor that subject's prison sentence is discharged

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court discharges state prison
sentence, Court sends Sentencing Order to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition
Court process.
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6.78.33 Court informs defense that subject's prison sentence is discharged

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court discharges state prison
sentence, Court sends Sentencing Order to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition
Court process.

6.78.34 Court informs local probation that subject's prison sentence is modified to probation

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court modifies state prison
sentence to probation, Court sends Sentencing Order to Local Probation for the Intake event in the Post-
disposition Supervision process.

6.78.35 Court informs corrections that subject's prison sentence is modified to probation

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court modifies state prison
sentence to probation, Court sends Sentencing Order to Corrections for the Release event in the
Incarceration process.

6.78.36 Court informs prosecutor that subject's prison sentence is modified to probation

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court modifies state prison
sentence to probation, Court sends Sentencing Order to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the
Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.37 Court informs defense that subject's prison sentence is modified to probation

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if court modifies state prison
sentence to probation, Court sends Sentencing Order to Defense for the Update Case File event in the
Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.38 Court informs prosecutor that subject's non-compliance resulted in sentence modification

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to comply with
sentencing terms, and if court determines that subject action requires sentence modification, Court sends
Summary of Proceedings to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Court
process.

6.78.39 Court informs defense that subject's non-compliance resulted in sentence modification

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to comply with
sentencing terms, and if court determines that subject action requires sentence modification, Court sends
Summary of Proceedings to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.40 Court informs local probation that subject's non-compliance resulted in sentence modification

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates terms of
probation, and if court determines that subject action requires sentence modification, Court sends Summary
of Proceedings to Local Probation for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.41 Court informs state repository that subject's non-compliance resulted in sentence modification

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to comply with
sentencing terms, and if court determines that subject action requires sentence modification, Court sends
Summary of Proceedings to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Post-disposition
Court process.

6.78.42 Court informs victim services that subject's non-compliance resulted in sentence modification
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During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to comply with
sentencing terms, if court determines that subject action requires sentence modification, and if victim has
been identified, Court sends Summary of Proceedings to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event
in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.43 Court informs motor vehicles that subject's non-compliance resulted in sentence modification

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject fails to make court-
ordered payments, if court determines that subject action requires sentence modification, and if charge is
reportable to motor vehicles, Court sends Motor Vehicle Failure to Pay Fine Notice to Motor Vehicles for
the Update Records event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.78.44 Court informs corrections of probation revocation and prison sentence

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates terms of
probation, if court revokes probation, and if court sentences subject to prison, Court sends Order to Revoke
Probation, and Sentencing Order to Corrections for the Intake event in the Incarceration process.

6.78.45 Court informs prosecutor of probation revocation and prison sentence

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates terms of
probation, if court revokes probation, and if court sentences subject to prison, Court sends Order to Revoke
Probation, and Sentencing Order to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Court
process.

6.78.46 Court informs defense of probation revocation and prison sentence

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates terms of
probation, if court revokes probation, and if court sentences subject to prison, Court sends Order to Revoke
Probation, and Sentencing Order to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Court
process.

6.78.47 Court informs local probation of probation revocation and prison sentence

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates terms of
probation, if court revokes probation, and if court sentences subject to prison, Court sends Order to Revoke
Probation, and Sentencing Order to Local Probation for the Revocation event in the Post-disposition
Supervision process.

6.78.48 Court informs state repository of probation revocation and prison sentence

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates terms of
probation, if court revokes probation, and if court sentences subject to prison, Court sends Order to Revoke
Probation, and Sentencing Order to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Post-
disposition Court process.

6.78.49 Court informs jail of probation revocation and jail sentence

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates terms of
probation, if court revokes probation, and if court sentences subject to jail, Court sends Order to Revoke
Probation, and Sentencing Order to Jail for the Intake event in the Incarceration process.

6.78.50 Court informs victim services of probation revocation

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates terms of
probation, if court revokes probation, and if victim has been identified, Court sends Order to Revoke
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Probation, and Sentencing Order to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Post-
disposition Court process.

6.78.51 Court informs jail of probation revocation and prison sentence

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Review Hearing event, if subject violates terms of
probation, if court revokes probation, if court sentences subject to prison, and if subject is in custody,
Court sends Order to Revoke Probation, and Sentencing Order to Jail for the Transport Subject to Prison
event in the Detention process.

Pre-disposition Supervision

Status Review
5.72.01 Diversion provider sends progress report regarding supervision failure to law enforcement

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if law enforcement diverts
subject, and if subject fails diversion, Diversion Provider sends Progress Report to Law Enforcement for
the Law Enforcement Referral Decision event in the Investigation process.

5.72.03 Diversion provider sends progress report regarding supervision failure to prosecutor

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if prosecutor diverts subject
without filing charges, and if subject fails diversion, Diversion Provider sends Progress Report to
Prosecutor for the Prosecution Charging Decision event in the Investigation process.

5.72.05 Diversion provider sends progress report regarding supervision failure to court

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if court diverts subject, and if
subject fails diversion, Diversion Provider sends Progress Report to Court for the Review Hearing event
in the Pre-disposition Court process.

5.72.07 Diversion provider sends progress report to prosecutor (subject whereabouts unknown)

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject fails diversion, and if
subject whereabouts are unknown, Diversion Provider sends Progress Report to Prosecutor for the Arrest
Warrant Request event in the At Large process.

5.72.09 Diversion provider sends progress report to court (subject whereabouts unknown)

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject fails diversion, and
if subject whereabouts are unknown, Diversion Provider sends Progress Report to Court for the Update
Case File event in the Pre-disposition Supervision process.

5.72.11 Diversion provider sends progress report regarding supervision failure to defense

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject fails diversion,
Diversion Provider sends Progress Report to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition
Supervision process.

5.72.13 Diversion provider sends progress report regarding supervision failure to victim services

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject fails diversion, and
if victim has been identified, Diversion Provider sends Progress Report to Victim Services for the Victim
Notification event in the Pre-disposition Supervision process.

5.72.15 Probation sends progress report regarding supervision failure to prosecutor
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During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject violates conditions
of supervision, Local Probation sends Progress Report to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the
Pre-disposition Supervision process.

5.72.17 Probation sends progress report regarding supervision failure to court

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject violates conditions
of supervision, Local Probation sends Progress Report to Court for the Review Hearing event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

5.72.19 Probation sends progress report regarding supervision failure to defense

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject violates conditions
of supervision, Local Probation sends Progress Report to Defense for the Update Case File event in the
Pre-disposition Supervision process.

5.72.21 Probation sends progress report regarding supervision failure to victim services

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject violates conditions
of supervision, and if victim has been identified, Local Probation sends Progress Report to Victim Services
for the Victim Notification event in the Pre-disposition Supervision process.

5.72.23 Probation sends progress report to prosecutor (subject whereabouts unknown)

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject violates conditions of
supervision, and if subject whereabouts are unknown, Local Probation sends Progress Report to Prosecutor
for the Arrest Warrant Request event in the At Large process.

5.72.25 Probation sends progress report to court (subject whereabouts unknown)

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject violates conditions
of supervision, and if subject whereabouts are unknown, Local Probation sends Progress Report to Court
for the Update Case File event in the Pre-disposition Supervision process.

5.72.51 Diversion provider notifies law enforcement of diversion success

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject successfully
completes diversion, Diversion Provider sends Progress Report to Law Enforcement for the Update Case
File event in the Pre-disposition Supervision process.

5.72.53 Diversion provider notifies court of diversion success

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject successfully
completes diversion, Diversion Provider sends Progress Report to Court for the Dismissal of Charges event
in the Pre-disposition Court process.

5.72.55 Diversion provider notifies prosecutor of diversion success

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject successfully
completes diversion, Diversion Provider sends Progress Report to Prosecutor for the Update Case File
event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

5.72.57 Diversion provider notifies defense of diversion success

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject successfully
completes diversion, Diversion Provider sends Progress Report to Defense for the Update Case File event
in the Post-disposition Supervision process.
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5.72.59 Diversion provider notifies victim services of diversion success

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject successfully
completes diversion, and if victim has been identified, Diversion Provider sends Progress Report to Victim
Services for the Victim Notification event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

5.72.61 Prosecutor notifies diversion provider of diversion success

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if prosecutor diverts subject
without filing charges, and if subject successfully completes diversion, Prosecutor sends Disposition
Reporting Form to Diversion Provider for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

5.72.63 Prosecutor notifies law enforcement of diversion success

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if prosecutor diverts subject
without filing charges, and if subject successfully completes diversion, Prosecutor sends Disposition
Reporting Form to Law Enforcement for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

5.72.65 Prosecutor notifies state repository of diversion success

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if prosecutor diverts subject
without filing charges, and if subject successfully completes diversion, Prosecutor sends Disposition
Reporting Form to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Pre-disposition
Supervision process.

5.72.67 Prosecutor notifies victim services of diversion success

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if prosecutor diverts subject
without filing charges, if subject successfully completes diversion, and if victim has been identified,
Prosecutor sends Disposition Reporting Form to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the
Pre-disposition Supervision process.

7.72.01 Local probation informs court of subject's compliance with probation terms

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject successfully
complies with terms of probation, Local Probation sends Progress Report to Court for the Review Hearing
event in the Post-disposition Court process.

7.72.03 Local probation informs prosecutor of subject's compliance with probation terms

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject successfully
complies with terms of probation, Local Probation sends Progress Report to Prosecutor for the Update
Case File event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.72.07 Treatment provider informs local probation of subject's compliance

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject complies with
conditions of supervision, Treatment Provider sends Progress Report to Local Probation for the Update
Case File event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.72.09 State probation and parole informs court of subject's completion of parole

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject successfully
completes parole, State Probation and Parole sends Parole Agreement to Court for the Close Case event
in the Post-supervision process.

7.72.11 State probation and parole informs prosecutor of subject's completion of parole
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During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject successfully
completes parole, State Probation and Parole sends Parole Agreement to Prosecutor for the Close Case
event in the Post-supervision process.

7.72.13 State probation and parole informs defense of subject's completion of parole

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject successfully
completes parole, State Probation and Parole sends Parole Agreement to Defense for the Close Case event
in the Post-supervision process.

7.72.15 State probation and parole informs local probation of subject's completion of parole

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject successfully
completes parole, State Probation and Parole sends Parole Agreement to Local Probation for the Close
Case event in the Post-supervision process.

7.72.17 State probation and parole informs corrections of subject's completion of parole

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject successfully
completes parole, State Probation and Parole sends Parole Agreement to Corrections for the Close Case
event in the Post-supervision process.

7.72.19 State probation and parole informs state repository of subject's completion of parole

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject successfully
completes parole, State Probation and Parole sends Parole Agreement to State Repository for the Update
Case File event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.72.51 Local probation informs court of subject's failure to comply with terms of probation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject violates terms of
probation, Local Probation sends Notice of Alleged Violation of Probation to Court for the Review Hearing
event in the Post-disposition Court process.

7.72.53 Local probation informs prosecutor of subject's failure to comply with terms of probation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject violates terms of
probation, Local Probation sends Notice of Alleged Violation of Probation to Prosecutor for the Probation
Violation Filing Decision event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.72.55 Local probation informs defense of subject's failure to comply with terms of probation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject violates terms of
probation, Local Probation sends Notice of Alleged Violation of Probation to Defense for the Update Case
File event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.72.57 Local probation informs victim services of subject's failure to comply with terms of probation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject violates terms
of probation, and if victim has been identified, Local Probation sends Notice of Alleged Violation of
Probation to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.72.59 Local probation informs court of subject's failure to comply with terms of probation and at-large
status

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject violates terms of
probation, and if subject whereabouts are unknown, Local Probation sends Notice of Alleged Violation of
Probation to Court for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.
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7.72.61 Local probation informs prosecutor of subject's failure to comply with terms of probation and at-
large status

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject violates terms of
probation, and if subject whereabouts are unknown, Local Probation sends Notice of Alleged Violation of
Probation to Prosecutor for the Arrest Warrant Request event in the At Large process.

7.72.63 Treatment provider informs local probation of subject's failure to comply with terms of supervision

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if subject violates conditions
of supervision, Treatment Provider sends Progress Report to Local Probation for the Status Review event
in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.72.65 Jail informs local probation of subject's failure to comply with terms of work release

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Status Review event, if court sentences subject to
a work release program, and if subject fails to comply with terms of work release, Jail sends Notice of
Work Release Violation to Local Probation for the Status Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision
process.

Reinstatement of Charges
5.73.01 Prosecutor informs court of reinstated charges due to diversion failure

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Reinstatement of Charges event, if subject fails
diversion, Prosecutor sends Criminal Complaint to Court for the Court Appearance event in the Pre-
disposition Court process.

5.73.03 Prosecutor informs law enforcement of reinstated charges due to diversion failure

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Reinstatement of Charges event, if subject fails
diversion, Prosecutor sends Criminal Complaint to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File event in
the Pre-disposition Supervision process.

5.73.05 Prosecutor informs defense of reinstated charges due to diversion failure

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Reinstatement of Charges event, if subject fails
diversion, Prosecutor sends Criminal Complaint to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Pre-
disposition Supervision process.

5.73.07 Prosecutor informs diversion provider of reinstated charges due to diversion failure

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Reinstatement of Charges event, if subject fails
diversion, Prosecutor sends Criminal Complaint to Diversion Provider for the Update Case File event in
the Pre-disposition Supervision process.

5.73.09 Prosecutor informs state repository of reinstated charges due to diversion failure

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Reinstatement of Charges event, if subject fails
diversion, Prosecutor sends Disposition Reporting Form to State Repository for the Update Criminal
History event in the Pre-disposition Supervision process.

5.73.11 Prosecutor informs victim services of reinstated charges due to diversion failure

During the Pre-disposition Supervision process, at the Reinstatement of Charges event, if subject fails
diversion, and if victim has been identified, Prosecutor sends Criminal Complaint to State Repository for
the Update Criminal History event in the Pre-disposition Supervision process.
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Post-disposition Court

Disposition Reporting
6.75.01 Court reports disposition to State AOC

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Disposition Reporting event, if court entered a final
disposition, Court sends Disposition Reporting Form to State Administrative Office of the Courts for the
Disposition Reporting event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.75.03 State AOC reports disposition to repository

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Disposition Reporting event, if court entered a final
disposition, and if charge is reportable to the state repository, State Administrative Office of the Courts
sends Disposition Reporting Form to State Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Post-
disposition Court process.

Sentence Hearing
6.76.01 Court reports sentence to state repository

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Sentence Hearing event, if court sentences subject, and
if charge is reportable to the state repository, Court sends Disposition Reporting Form to State Repository
for the Update Criminal History event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.76.03 Court reports sentence to prosecutor

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Sentence Hearing event, if court sentences subject, Court
sends Sentencing Order to Prosecutor for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.76.05 Court reports sentence to defense

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Sentence Hearing event, if court sentences subject, Court
sends Sentencing Order to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.76.07 Court reports sentence to victim services

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Sentence Hearing event, if court sentences subject, and
if victim has been identified, Court sends Sentencing Order to Victim Services for the Victim Notification
event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.76.09 Court reports traffic sentence to motor vehicles

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Sentence Hearing event, if court sentences subject on a
traffic case, Court sends Motor Vehicle Abstract of Judgment to Motor Vehicles for the Update Records
event in the Post-disposition Court process.

6.76.11 Court reports jail sentence to law enforcement

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Sentence Hearing event, if court sentences subject to jail,
Court sends Sentencing Order to Law Enforcement for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition
Court process.

6.76.13 Court reports jail sentence to jail
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During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Sentence Hearing event, if court sentences subject to jail,
Court sends Sentencing Order to Jail for the Intake event in the Incarceration process.

6.76.15 Court reports jail sentence to corrections

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Sentence Hearing event, if court sentences subject to
jail, Court sends Sentencing Order to Corrections for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition
Court process.

6.76.17 Court reports probation sentence to local probation

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Sentence Hearing event, if court sentences subject to
probation, Court sends Sentencing Order to Local Probation for the Open Case event in the Post-disposition
Supervision process.

6.76.19 Court reports prison sentence to corrections

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Sentence Hearing event, if court sentences subject to
prison, Court sends Sentencing Order to Corrections for the Intake event in the Incarceration process.

6.76.21 Court reports prison sentence to jail

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Sentence Hearing event, if court sentences subject to
prison, and if subject is in custody, Court sends Sentencing Order to Jail for the Transport Subject to Prison
event in the Detention process.

6.76.23 Court reports prison sentence to probation/parole

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Sentence Hearing event, if court sentences subject to
prison, Court sends Sentencing Order to State Probation and Parole for the Open Case event in the Post-
disposition Supervision process.

6.76.25 Court reports fees/fines/costs sentence to collecting agency

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Sentence Hearing event, if court sentences subject to pay
fees/fines/costs, Court sends Sentencing Order to Collecting Agency for the Payment Collection event in
the Post-disposition Supervision process.

6.76.27 Court reports fees/fines/costs sentence to jail

During the Post-disposition Court process, at the Sentence Hearing event, if court sentences subject to pay
fees/fines/costs, and if subject is in custody, Court sends Sentencing Order to Jail for the Release event
in the Detention process.

Post-disposition Supervision

Probation Violation Filing Decision
7.80.01 Prosecutor files violation of probation with court

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Probation Violation Filing Decision event, if
subject currently is on probation, and if prosecutor finds probable cause to file a probation violation,
Prosecutor sends Petition for Violation of Probation to Court for the Review Hearing event in the Post-
disposition Court process.
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7.80.03 Prosecutor informs defense of violation of probation filing with court

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Probation Violation Filing Decision event, if
subject currently is on probation, and if prosecutor finds probable cause to file a probation violation,
Prosecutor sends Petition for Violation of Probation to Defense for the Update Case File event in the Post-
disposition Supervision process.

7.80.05 Prosecutor informs local probation of violation of probation filing with court

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Probation Violation Filing Decision event, if
subject currently is on probation, and if prosecutor finds probable cause to file a probation violation,
Prosecutor sends Petition for Violation of Probation to Local Probation for the Update Case File event in
the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.80.07 Prosecutor requests summons and probation violation from court

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Probation Violation Filing Decision event, if
subject currently is on probation, if prosecutor finds probable cause to file a probation violation, and if
prosecutor finds probable cause to request a summons, Prosecutor sends Affidavit for Summons, and
Petition for Violation of Probation to Court for the Summons Review event in the At Large process.

Revocation
7.81.01 Local probation informs state probation and parole of probation revocation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Revocation event, if court revokes probation, and
if court sentences subject to prison, Local Probation sends Order to Revoke Probation, and Sentencing
Order to State Probation and Parole for the Open Case event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.81.03 State probation and parole informs state repository of parole revocation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Revocation event, if probation and parole revokes
parole, State Probation and Parole sends Parole Agreement to State Repository for the Update Criminal
History event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

Payment Collection
7.82.01 Collecting agency informs court of subject's satisfaction of payment obligation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Payment Collection event, if subject makes court-
ordered payments, and if subject complied with all other terms of supervision, Collecting Agency sends
Notice of Satisfaction to Court for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

7.82.03 Collecting agency informs prosecutor of subject's satisfaction of payment obligation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Payment Collection event, if subject makes court-
ordered payments, and if subject complied with all other terms of supervision, Collecting Agency sends
Notice of Satisfaction to Prosecutor for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

7.82.05 Collecting agency informs defense of subject's satisfaction of payment obligation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Payment Collection event, if subject makes court-
ordered payments, and if subject complied with all other terms of supervision, Collecting Agency sends
Notice of Satisfaction to Defense for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

7.82.07 Collecting agency informs local probation of subject's satisfaction of payment obligation
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During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Payment Collection event, if subject makes court-
ordered payments, and if subject complied with all other terms of supervision, Collecting Agency sends
Notice of Satisfaction to Local Probation for the Close Case event in the Post-supervision process.

7.82.09 Collecting agency informs state repository of subject's satisfaction of payment obligation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Payment Collection event, if subject makes court-
ordered payments, if subject complied with all other terms of supervision, and if charge is reportable to
the state repository, Collecting Agency sends Notice of Satisfaction to State Repository for the Update
Criminal History event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.82.11 Collecting agency informs motor vehicles of subject's satisfaction of payment obligation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Payment Collection event, if subject makes court-
ordered payments, if subject complied with all other terms of supervision, and if charge is reportable to
motor vehicles, Collecting Agency sends Notice of Satisfaction to Motor Vehicles for the Update Records
event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.82.51 Collecting agency informs court of subject's failure to satisfy payment obligation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Payment Collection event, if subject fails to make
court-ordered payments, Collecting Agency sends Progress Report to Court for the Review Hearing event
in the Post-disposition Court process.

7.82.53 Collecting agency informs prosecutor of subject's failure to satisfy payment obligation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Payment Collection event, if subject fails to make
court-ordered payments, Collecting Agency sends Progress Report to Prosecutor for the Update Case File
event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.82.55 Collecting agency informs defense of subject's failure to satisfy payment obligation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Payment Collection event, if subject fails to make
court-ordered payments, Collecting Agency sends Progress Report to Defense for the Update Case File
event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.82.57 Collecting agency informs local probation of subject's failure to satisfy payment obligation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Payment Collection event, if subject fails to make
court-ordered payments, Collecting Agency sends Progress Report to Local Probation for the Status
Review event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.82.59 Collecting agency informs victim services of subject's failure to satisfy payment obligation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Payment Collection event, if subject fails to make
court-ordered payments, and if victim has been identified, Collecting Agency sends Progress Report to
Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

Intra-state Case Transfer
7.84.01 Local probation informs state repository of subject's transfer to another jurisdiction

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Intra-state Case Transfer event, if subject is
transferred to another jurisdiction, Local Probation sends Probation Transfer Document to State Repository
for the Update Criminal History event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.
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7.84.03 Local probation informs court of subject's transfer to another jurisdiction

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Intra-state Case Transfer event, if subject is
transferred to another jurisdiction, Local Probation sends Probation Transfer Document to Court for the
Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.84.05 Local probation informs prosecutor of subject's transfer to another jurisdiction

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Intra-state Case Transfer event, if subject is
transferred to another jurisdiction, Local Probation sends Probation Transfer Document to Prosecutor for
the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.84.07 Local probation informs defense of subject's transfer to another jurisdiction

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Intra-state Case Transfer event, if subject is
transferred to another jurisdiction, Local Probation sends Probation Transfer Document to Defense for the
Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.84.09 Local probation informs local probation (2nd county) of subject's transfer of probation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Intra-state Case Transfer event, if subject is
transferred to another jurisdiction, Local Probation sends Probation Transfer Document to Local Probation
for the Open Case event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.84.11 Local probation informs state probation and parole of subject's transfer to another county

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Intra-state Case Transfer event, if subject is
transferred to another jurisdiction, Local Probation sends Probation Transfer Document to State Probation
and Parole for the Update Case File event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.84.13 Local probation informs victim services of subject's transfer to another county

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Intra-state Case Transfer event, if subject is
transferred to another jurisdiction, and if victim has been identified, Local Probation sends Probation
Transfer Document to Victim Services for the Victim Notification event in the Post-disposition
Supervision process.

Sex Offender Registration
7.86.01 Law enforcement informs state repository of subject's sex offender registration

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Sex Offender Registration event, if subject registers
as a sex offender, Law Enforcement sends Sex Offender Registration Form to State Repository for the
Update Criminal History event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.86.03 Law enforcement informs sheriff of subject's sex offender registration

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Sex Offender Registration event, if subject registers
as a sex offender, Law Enforcement sends Sex Offender Registration Form to Service Agency for the
Update Records event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.86.05 Law enforcement informs state repository of sex offender relocation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Sex Offender Registration event, if registered
offender relocates, Law Enforcement sends Sex Offender Registration Form to State Repository for the
Update Criminal History event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.
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7.86.07 Law enforcement informs sheriff of sex offender relocation

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Sex Offender Registration event, if registered
offender relocates, Law Enforcement sends Sex Offender Registration Form to Service Agency for the
Update Records event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.86.09 Law enforcement informs state repository of subject's failure to appear for sex offender
registration

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Sex Offender Registration event, if subject fails
to appear for sex offender registration, Law Enforcement sends Sex Offender Registration Form to State
Repository for the Update Criminal History event in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

7.86.11 Subject fails to appear for sex offender registration, law enforcement requests arrest warrant

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Sex Offender Registration event, if subject fails to
appear for sex offender registration, Law Enforcement sends Affidavit for Arrest Warrant to Court for the
Arrest Warrant Review event in the At Large process.

7.86.13 Law enforcement informs prosecutor of subject's failure to appear for sex offender registration

During the Post-disposition Supervision process, at the Sex Offender Registration event, if subject fails to
appear for sex offender registration, Law Enforcement sends Affidavit for Arrest Warrant to Prosecutor
for the Arrest Warrant Request event in the At Large process.

Incarceration

Inter-state Case Transfer
8.88.01 Corrections informs state probation and parole that subject is being transferred from out-of-state

During the Incarceration process, at the Inter-state Case Transfer event, if subject is from out of state,
Corrections sends Corrections Transfer Document to State Probation and Parole for the Open Case event
in the Post-disposition Supervision process.

8.88.03 Corrections informs state repository that subject is being transferred from out-of-state

During the Incarceration process, at the Inter-state Case Transfer event, if subject is from out of state,
Corrections sends Corrections Transfer Document to State Repository for the Update Criminal History
event in the Incarceration process.

8.88.05 Corrections informs victim services that subject is being transferred from out-of-state

During the Incarceration process, at the Inter-state Case Transfer event, if subject is from out of state, and
if victim has been identified, Corrections sends Corrections Transfer Document to Victim Services for the
Victim Notification event in the Incarceration process.

Post-supervision

Property Release Request
9.97.01 Prosecutor informs law enforcement that case is closed and property should be returned to rightful
owner
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During the Post-supervision process, at the Property Release Request event, if prosecutor determines that
property should be returned to its rightful owner, Prosecutor sends Property Release Request Letter to Law
Enforcement for the Property Release event in the Post-supervision process.


